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Mr. John Cash
Lost Creek ISR' LLC
5880 Enterprise Drive, Suite 200
Casper, WY 82609

RE: Lost Creek ISR LLC, In-Situ Recovery (ISR) Permit Application, TFN 4 61268, 5 th

Round Technical Review Comments

Dear Mr. Cash,

Enclosed please find the fifth round of technical comments to responses which were received by the
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality - Land Quality Division (WDEQ/LQD) District II Field
Office on September 30, 2010. In order to track the status of the comments in this review, the enclosed
spreadsheet (table) is provided. According to that table, 19 comments (out of the 33 previously-
outstanding comments) were resolved based on this review. This leaves 14 outstanding comments to
date.

Please provide responses to the comments in the attached memorandum following the Index Sheet
format and protocol you have followed in the past. Direction to proceed with Second Public Notice will
not be given until the WDEQ/LQD receives a Letter of Application Approval / Concurrence from the
Bureau of Land Management (landowner). That letter would serve as the required Surface Owner
Consent per W.S. §35-11-406 (b)(xii).

If you have specific questions regarding the enclosed review, it is suggested that you contact the
individual reviewer for clarification. However, please feel free to contact me at (307) 332-3047 with any
questions as well.

Resyectfully,

7eAihssaL./Baut$ 2,p. G.
District II Natural Resources Analyst

W/ enclosures, 5th Round of Technical Comments Memorandum (39 pages, double sided),
Summary/Status of 5th round comments.(1 page spreadsheet)

Cc Mr. Harold Backer, Ur-Energy USA, 10758 W. CentennialRd. Suite 200, Littleton, CO 80127 (w/encl)
Mark Newman - BLM Rawlins, P. 0. Box 2407, Rawlins, WY 82301 (w/encl).
Tanya Oxenberg, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal and State Materials and Environmental

Management Programs Uranium Recovery Licensing Branch, Mail Stop T-8F5, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
(w/encl)

Don McKenzie, Cheyenne WDEQ/LQD-- TFN 4 6/268 Lost Creek ISR File (w/encl)
Mark Moxley - Lander WDEQ/LQD-- TFN 4 6/268 Lost Creek ISR File (w/encl)
Chron (w/encl)
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Lost Creek ISR, LLC Uranium. Project, Permit Application, TFN 4 6/268

Melissa L. Bautz - WyDEQ/LQD District II Geologist (MLB)/1/R/1•
Amy Boyle - WyDEQ/LQD District II Hydrogeologist (AB)
Mark Moxley - WyDEQ/LQD District I1 Supervisor (MM)
Brian.R. Wood - WyDEQ/LQD District 1I Hydrologist (BRW) ,

October 29, 2010

Fifth round of Technical Review comments on Lost Creek ISR Application,

TFN 4 6/268

This memorandum contains the WDEQ Land Quality Division's (LQD's) technicalcomments on Lost
Creek ISR's (LC's) responses to LQD's preliminary and final technical comments on the above
mentioned application., .

The application was originally-hand-delivered to the WDEQ/LQD Lander office on December ,20, 2007
and :it achieved, completeness -on May 20, 2008. Preliminary technical comments were provided by
Matthew Kunze (LQD Cheyenne) in a memorandum dated August 8, 2008 and by Amy Boyle (LQD
Lander) in a memorandum dated. August 26, 2008. Final technical comments were provided by LQD
Lander staff in a memorandum dated January 30, 2009.

Responses to Amy Boyle's 44 comments (August 26, 2008) were received on May 5, 2009. A second
round of comments was sent to LC on June 19,'2009. Eighteen of the 'original'comments were resolved,
and two new coiimments were generated as pait of thatreview.

On October 19, 2009, LC submitted responses to the final technical comments (those cited in the January
30, 2009 memo). r In a review memorandum dated November-20; 2009, LQD provided areview of those
responses. On February. 25, 2010, LC personnel hand delivered their most recent responses to LQD's
comments to date. That is, the February 25, 2010 submittal included responses to 1) LQD's January 30,
2009 Technical Review of the entire Permit and 2) the third .round of technical comments from Amy
Boyle's August 26, 2008 Technical Review of Appendices D5 and D6._
LQD provided the• third' round -of technic al comments on the February 25, 2010 submittal hnder cover

letter dated March'26, 2010. In meeting among LC and LQD personnel on Ma' 6, 2010, it was agreed

that several comments that 'occurred -iii the 'lMine Unirt 1 (MUl) review should'be moved to the Main
Permit review'(,fouith'round review)'. Based on that co clidsion; LC inclided several responses formerly
handled utnder theMU1 review in their responses to comments received at the LQD Lander office on June
25,,-2010.': -LQD -provided a' reviewof the June 25,' 2010 'submittal (the fourth. round of technical
comments) .under 'cover letter dated July .23, 2010. On.,September,30, 2010, LQD:-received LC's
responses.to LQD'.s fourth round .of technical ,comments. Belowis LQD's -review of the September 30,
2010 submittal; that is, the fifth round of technical comments is presented below. The format used in
LC's Septembpr30, 2010 correspondence has been used.- It preserves the original comment number from
applicable LQD reviews. However, items that are deemed ."resolved" based on this i(fifth) round of
comments have had the histor , ical/background comments dropped.

F:\DIVISION\EVERYONE\LOST CREEK REVIEW\Main Permit Review TFN4-6-268\5th-round-tech-
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Lost Creek ISR Tech Review, TFN 4 6/268
5 th round technical comments
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APPENDIX D-5 (GEOLOGY) - AUGUST 2008 - LQD REVIEW OF APPENDICES D5 AND
D6 OF THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT

D5-4) LQD (8108) - Plates. D5-1a - D5-]e. These plates provide one generalized and several
detailed geologic cross sections down the centerline of the ore body, and across the
centerline of the ore body. In addition, Figure D5-2a provides a very generalized geologic
cross section across the northern portion. of the permit area. LQD Non-Coal Rules, Chapter
11, Section, 3(a)(viii) requires cross sections that show geologic features within the entire
permit area,, and how they relate to the production zone. Extending cross'sections F,. G, and
H to the boundaries of the permit area with any available drill hole data, will help to
provide this information.

LC ISR, LLC (4/09) - The cross sections have been updated with the information from new
borings and wells completed -in 2008'. <As .noted on the Index Sheet for the changes to

•Appendix D-5, Plates D5-lb through D5-1e have been replaced, and two new plates (Plates
D5-lf and D5-1g) have been added. The.references in the text to these plates have also been
updated.-..

b) LQD (6109) - The piezometric surfaces are indicated for the DE, LFG, HJ and UKM
aquifers, though it is not clear. if there are :any monitoring wells on the cross sections
from which the water-tables were derived. Please designate any monitoring, wells on the
cross section, and indicate their screened intervals and water levels with date.

LC ISR, LLC. (11/09) A reference. to the cross-sections and an explanation of how the
potentiometric surfaces were projected onto the cross-sections has been added to D6.5.2.2
(Potentiometric, Surface, GroundwaterFlow Direction and Hydraulic Gradient).

(LOD 12/09) - As stated previously, the cross section should indicate where specific'
groundwater elevation data is available from monitoring wells, and if the data points are
close enough it can be extrapolated, otherwise projecting a potentiometric surface across
an entire cross section could be misrepresentative. For example, on Plate D5-1e, cross
section F-F', there are two clusters of monitoring wells that fall on the cross section yet
are not indicated. Wells MB-01, MB-02, MB-03A, and MB04 lay in a cluster
approximately 312feet south of the North Fault. There is no groundwater data north of
the fault yet the cross section assumes that the water level across the fault is consistent.
Similarly, there is a well cluster (LC21M, LC22M, LC23M, and LC3OM approximately
250feet south of the Lost Creek Fault (Subsidiary) yet these. wells are also not indicated
on the cross section. 'The potentiometric surface is projected on the cross section, an
additional .5+ miles to the south, with no data available. Granted, the surfaces appear
as dashed lines or implied, however,, please add the known groundwater elevations on the
cross section for each available monitoring well, and indicate the screened interval and
the date for the water elevation. Extrapolation should be limited to those areas on the
cross-sections where there is enough data available. Please also revise Section D5.2 by
deleting, the statement that "Depiction of these (potentiometric) surfaces on the cross

FADIVISION\EVERYONE\LOST CREEK REVIEW\MainPermitReviewTFN4-6-268\5th-round-tech-
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sections were generated by tracking the intersection of the plane of the cross section
profile with potentiometric contours plotted for the given horizons ...

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - The original focus'of the cross sections was to provide information
on the stratigraphy in the Permit Area, so no monitor wells were included on the cross-
sections. Illustration of water levels on the cross sections was requested by NRC (see LC
ISR,: LLC's December 2008 Response -to .NRC's November 2008 :Comment #2 on
Section 2.7.2 of the Technical Report) and subsequently included in documents submitted
to WDEQ-LQD -for consistency. The location of monitor wells with relation to cross
sections is shown on Plate D5-3, 'General Location Map - Geology'. The data requested
to be. illustrated from adjacent monitor wells [water elevations, screened intervals,
measurement dates] is available-in tables, appendices and Completion Logs elsewhere in
the application therefore.LC ISR, LLC does not believe that adding this specific
information onto the cross sections is necessary.

Additionally, as with the potentiometric surface contour maps (Figures D6-1 le through
1 lh), -the potentiometric surfaces which are illustratedon the cross sections are-generated
from raw data collected from the-monitor wells. The method of projecting-this data onto

the cross sections is explained in the statement: " Depiction of these (potentiometric)
surfaces on the cross sections. were generated by tracking the intersection of -the ,plane of
the cross section profile with the potenti6metric,-'Icontours -plotted for the -given
horizons..." Where monitor wells are-in close proximity to the plane of a cross section,-
this projection can 'be ,considered -reasonably- accurate:.:- .In regions of, sparse data, the
projection of the potentiometric surface, can "'be considered more -interpretive, In either
case, the potentiometric surfaces illustrated on the cross sections can be considered as
valid and accurate as those -depicted on. the potentiometric surface contour -maps.

The DEQ comment stating that "There is no groundwater data north of the northern fault,
yet the 'cross section [F-F'] assumes that -the water; level is consistent." -- makes a valid
point. Therefore, Cross-Section-F-F' -has been revised by removing the potentiometric
surfaces as shown north of-the fault.

:LQD (3/10)- Specific-water level elevations were not provided, as LC does not believe
it to be necessary, yet if-there are precise points along a cross sectioniwhere specific
information is known, then that information should be on the cross section, and not an
interpolation from-a potentiometric surface map. - Sincethe scale of the-cross sections

- would not easily incorporate the monitoring wells and their screened intervals, please add-
- ' a note and/or sticker't6thefigeiids which indicates that the iS'5t'ntiom'l~ric'2surfaces are -

interpolated from the regional potentiometric surface map', •n' notbased on realdata
points along the cross sections. In closer examination Of trying to correlate known
groundwater- elevations, there-is a significant discrepancy on Plate D5-1 e, the .F-F' cross.
section:. It shows the -DE.otentiometric surface; at approximately 6750 ft., yet Figure D6-

11 e, -the DE Potentiometric Surface Map shows the Water level in nearby monitoring well
MB- I as 6,853 .ft., a -100 ft. difference. -In'attempting to find the correct elevation of the
water table in MB-0,1 -it was noted that the MB well water elevations were.-not provided
on Table D6-6. Please revise-this Table to' include-the MB wells. However, when
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looking at the completion log for MB-0 1 it appears that the water elevation should read
6,752.9 and it is most likely that Figure D6-1 le needs tobe corrected. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC j6/10) - The explanation that the piezometric surfaces shown on the cross-
sections (Plates D5-la through.D5-1g) are based on interpolation from regional monitor
wells (and not from the drill holes shown on the cross sections) will be added to the
cross-sections in conjunction with the changes requested in Comment D5 #4(c).

The water level for well MB-I in Figure D6-1 le has been corrected.

Table D6-6 was revised to include the available water level data for the MB wells, and
the revised table was submitted to LQD in May 2010. Three quarters of data are
currently available, and. the table will be updated once the fourth quarter of data is
collected.

LQD (7/10) - Item unresolved. Stickers for Plates D5-la through D5-1g, which indicate
that the potentiometric surface shown on the cross sections is based on interpolation and
not the drill holes shown, are to be provided. Anupdated Table D6.6 will be submitted
once all ofthewells have four quarters worth of baseline monitoring data. A revised

:Figure D6-1 le was provided with the correction to the water elevation in MB-1. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) - The cross sections in.Plates D5-1a through g were revised to
clarify that the potentiometric surfaces are based on interpolation from other wells. Table
.D6-6 was updated with four quarters of monitoring data.

LQD (10/10). Item partially resolved. The cross sections were revised with a footnote
added regarding the interpolation of the potentiometric surface. Table D6-6 was updated
-yet MB-1. and MB-8 only have thr~e viable measurements of water level. LC ISR, LLC
has indicated that the data can not be located and a 4th round of water level for these twowells will be obtained, and theTable updated accordingly. (AB)

c) LOD (10/10) Revised cross sections (Plate D5-la- D5-1f) were provided to address the
March 2010 comments regarding the inclusion of the multiple faults along the cross
sections. This item is resolved'. (AB)

S*******THIS CONCLUDES COMMENTS ON APPENDIX D-5*********

APPENDIX D-6 (HYDROLOGY) -AUGUST 2008 - LQD REVIEW OF APPENDICES D5
AND D6 OF THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT

D6-14) LOD (8/08) - Section D-6. Detailed stratigraphic and well completion logs should be
provided within the permit document for all monitoring wells. It is preferable if-this
information can be compiled on one log form. Notation of each horizon within the
stratigraphic column would also be helpful. LQD Guideline 8, .Appendix 5 describes the
information to be included for each -well. -
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LC ISR, LLC (4/09) - A new attachment has been added-with the well :completion -logs for
the permit area monitoring -wells. The existing Attachment D6-3 (Groundwater Quality
Laboratory Results) has been renumbered to Attachment D6-4, and- the title page and CD
changed. Attachment D6-3 is now titled Well Completion Logs. 'A list of the wells for
which logs are included in the attachment is at the beginning of the attachment.

Cross references to the new attachment have been added-at the end of Section D6.2.2 and in
Attachment D6-2a (Comment #44). Because of the size of the new Attachment D6-3 (Well
Completion Logs), -Volume 3 of the application -has been separated into Volume 3a, which
contains all of Appendix D6 through Attachment D6-2b, and Volume 3b, which contains
Attachments D6-3 and D6-4.

LQD (6/09) - The following comments have been, generated from a review of the well logs:

i) LQD.(6/09) - There are many wells where there-is additional footage between the base of
the well screen and.the bottom of the hole, yet it is not indicated on the well diagram (e.g.
LC29M,'MB01, MB07, MBIO, HJMO-05, HJMO-106, HJMO-11.2, HJMO- 13, MB-02,
MB-05, MB-08, HJMP-I01,-HJMP-I02, HJMP-109, HJT-I02, MB-06, MB-09, HJMU-105,
HJMU-113,/HJMU-114, UKMP-102, UKMP-I03, MB-04, UKMU-I01, UKMU-103).-
Please indicate on the schematic if the boring caved into this level, if there -is a sump
below the screen, or if it is an open-hole. "

LC ISR, L•LC-(11/09) -Notes on the. well completion logs have been added at the
beginning of Attachment D6-3.

(LQD 12/09) - LC added a page at the beginning of Attachment D6-3 to explain some of
the drill log discrepancies. The page is titled-. "Notes on" the Well Completion Logs in
Attachment D6-3".. In the first paragraph, please explain in further detail the penetration
into the EF shale at wells MB-1 and MB-7., Specifically, ýhow far into the shale did each
drill hole penetrate, and-what is the approximate thickness of the -shale at the location.

LC ISR, LLC .(2/10) The page titled "Notes on the Well Completion Logs in
Attachment D6-3"'-has been updated with the requested information..

LQD (3/10) - Discussion regarding an additional shale layer below the EF shale at MB-
01 was provided, yet no discussion regarding the potential of MB-07 penetrating the EF
was provided. Please specifically discuss.MB'07. In addition, inthe discussion, please
note 'how far these wells may-have penetrated'into the EF-shale,: and what the thickness of
the EF shale was at these locations. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC, (6/10) - A detailed review of the stratigraphy of well MB1-7 indicates that
--the EF.:shale had been improperly-fully penetratedby the pilot hole. LC-ISR,-LLC- has no

records Itoý.- indicate, that .the rat-hole 'below -the . well screen has been back-plugged.
Although well ý.MB-07 -has -insufficient, Water to sample, it is -important -that -the well's
completion is',correct.- Therefore, LC ISR,, LLC will -pull the screen :and back-plug the
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rat-hole with grout and then re-set the screen. Water levels will continue to be collected
to see if sufficient water is available for well development and sampling. If sufficient
water is available, :the well will be sampling in accordance with the standard presented in
the Operations Plan.

LQD (7/10) Item unresolved. There were no records to indicate that the rat hole at the
bottom of MB-07 was backfilled, therefore this monitoring well may be penetrating
below the EF Shale. Lost Creek is committed to pull the screen and back plug the rat
hole. Depending on the water quality and quantity after this effort, new baseline may be
required. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) - LC ISR, LLC plans to physically check the completion of well
MB-07 during the 2010 drilling season and will inform WDEQ-LQD of the results of this
check.

LOD (10/10) MB-07 was checked and cleaned out and the rat hole was cemented in on
October 28, 2010. A new well completion report will be submitted. This item is
unresolved. (AB)

D6-16) LOD (10/10) The updated Piper Diagrams, with the inclusion of the MB wells were
provided. This item is resolved. (AB)

OPERATIONS PLAN - JANUARY 2009 - LQD COMMENTS ON THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT

OP-9) LOD (1/09) - Plate OP-i.: The pond designs are unacceptable for several reasons
including, but not limited to. the following:,

> No location map was provided; Plate OP ] is not considered a location map as it is of
unacceptable scale and. is not tied to .any coordinate, system;

> No contour interval is provided on schematics,
> No description or detail as to what part of the pond is above and below existing grade;
> No details concerning the piping system for the supply of water to the ponds and transfer

of water between ponds,
> No specifications concerning seaming of the liner system and, QA/QC procedures to be

employed to evaluate the seaming; and

> Pond sizing calculations to address evaporative loss, inflows, etc. under a variety of
conditions to demonstrate that adequate redundancy in disposal exists.

Please present a complete set of designs and specifications for the two proposed ponds.
(BR W)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) - Plate OP-1 has been updated and revised to show the Plantand pond
locations relative to the Permit Area as a whole. Plate OP-2 has been added to show more
detail in -the area of the ponds, including topographic contours. Design details for the ponds
are included in, Attachment OP-A6 to the Operations Plan. The two reports in the attachment
are "Design Report, Ponds 1 & 2", dated January 2009, and "Technical Specification", dated
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April 2008, both by Western States Mining Consultants. Appendix B of the Design Report
provides the results of the geotechnical "investigation at the- proposed pond :location
("Subsurface Exploration and Geotechnical Engineering Report" by Inberg Miller •Engineers
dated September 2008).

The storage ponds will be filled-from the plant waste water~tank(s) via a buried line except
where it is above grade to cross the storage pond embankment. The storage pond fluid will
be transferred between Ponds I -and 2 by above grade transferpumps, and -piping with
suctions in the storage pond fluid. Fluid will be transferred back to the waste water tank(s)
for disposal via the same methods.

The primary purpose of the storage ponds is to allow for maintenance.of the disposal wells
not for evaporation of waste water. ;(The "Operations Plan, Sections OP. 2.9.4 and OP 5-2.3.1
detail that -purpose.) Therefore, evaporative loss is not included in the water balance
calculations, and any evaporative losses will simply enhance the disposal capacity of the
waste water system. See-Figures OP-5a through OP-5f for water balancediagrams.

Pond sizing was based on a normal maintenance or testing schedule for the disposal wells,
or two weeks of 1% bleed from the production stream at maximum design capacity (6,000

gpm). .. 
--.

Single Pond Capacity. = 1% x 6000 gpm x 1440 min/day x 14 days
•-.= 1,209, 600 gallons /7.48 gal/cu. ft.

161,711 cubic feet - .

Pond-Fluid Depth= 161711 cu. ft. / (160 ft. wide x 260 ft. long)
3.9 feet deep

The ponds are redundant in capacity allowing for maintenance 'of the ponds in the- event of a
liner problem.

LQD (11./09) - Response not acceptable. The original comment stated that the pond designs
were not acceptable for several reasons, but not limited to several items-identified above.
The proposed-designs do not meet the-criteria as outlined in 40 CFR 264, SubPartK (see
attached).- In addition,, no ,details -were provided concerning QA/QC criteria that would be
used to evaluate.-seam quality,- only.-that a factory representative would be on hand.' Please
-make the appropriate revisions to the designs. (BRW) - - -

LC ISR;.LLC (2/10) -.It is unclear what WDEQ:-LQD's authority-is to-.regulate pond design
under 40 CFR 264, Subpart K; especially since ;this portion of regulations applies only to the
storage of hazardous waste and- --not to 11 e(2). byproduct material pursuant to the RCRA
Beville'Amendment. Nor did the reviewer specify With what portion of the cited regulation
the- pond- design': does not comport.. - Nonetheless,: Attachment OP-7 -has' been revised to
include a new Pond Design Report, Technical Specifications; slope stability calculations,
and engineering drawings. The Technical Specifications address the ASTM Standards that
will be used for QA/QC of the liner installation.' -
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LQD (3/10) -Response not acceptable. Thank you for revising the design specification
regarding the storage ponds. The reviewer understands that the design sheets provided are
limited in terms of as there is insufficient detail for bidding as well as guidance for
construction. However, in the reviewer's opinion the detail provided on the design sheets is
a little too limited. For example, there is no indication as to where and how the liners are
tied into the embankment, no indication of three feet of sub-excavation• to install a
prescriptive clay liner (a three-foot zone where K = 1 07 cm/sec or less), and no indication of
the cutoff key depth. Please-make the appropriate revisions to the design sheets. (BRW)

LC ISR.LLC (6/101 - Attachment OP-7 details the construction specifications for the Lost
Creek storage ponds. Section TS 3.3.4 in Report 0802 (Lost Creek ISR - Ponds 1&2,
Technical Specifications) details the foundation preparation, and Figure 0802.103 R2
details the liner key location and depth (5 feet deep and 10 feet wide at the base).

LQD (7/10) - Response not acceptable. LC's response references a Figure 0802.103 -
Revision 2. No additional material concerning pond design was included in the June 2010
submission. Reviewing the previously submitted material (March 2010), the drawing
presently found in the application is labeled Figure 0802.103 - Revision 1. The reviewer has
checked all superseded materials to. ensure there was not an error during the insertion
process; no drawing identified as Figure.-0802;103 - Revision 2 was located. Therefore, it is
assumed that. LC inadvertently submitted, the wrong drawing with the March 2010
submission. Please see the reviewer's previous comment-response and provide the requested
information. (BRW)

LC (9/1.0) -:LC ISR, LLC failed to include the material in its previous, submission and
regrets any inconvenience the over-site caused The material has been included as
requested Figure 0802.103 - Revision:] of Attachment OP-7 has been replaced with the
revised Figure 0802.103 -Revision 2.

LQD (10/10) Response partially acceptable. The reviewer's March 2010 comment
indicated that there was insufficient detail on the plan sheets specific to various construction
items. These details were to be addressed in a revised Figure 0802.103 - Revision 2. It
appears that details, regarding the key have been addressed, however, there are no details
concerning subexcavation (except in the specifications) and no details provided concerning
how the liners are to be keyed into embankment, etc:, as requested. A review, of the files
indicates that -the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has asked many of the same
questions posed by the reviewer concerning pond construction. It appears that LC has
furnished responses to latest round of NRC comments 2010, but there is no

indication that-the NRC has accepted .the responses regarding pond construction. Once LC
provides documentation of the NRC's acceptance~and ensures that all design drawings and
specifications submitted to the NRC are incorporated into the LQD's permit application, the
reviewer will consider LC's response acceptable'. (BRW)
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OP-36) LQD 10/10, Based on the information provided, •including letters -from the WGFD and
USFWS, and the inclusion of the ,PIAA into Attachment OP-6, this item is resolved.:.
(MLB)

OP-44) LQD 10/10 - Based on the inclusion (and content) of letters from the WGFD and
USFWS into Attachment OP-6, this item is resolved; (MLB)

OP-48) ýLQD -10/10 ý-Based, n,-`the .inclusion, (and content) of letters from the WGFD and
USFWS ,into Attachment OP-6,-this item is resolved.,-(MLB), '- .

OP-72) LQD 10/10 -.-Based on-the, revised text provided for Section OP 2.9.5, this item is
resolved. (MLB)

OP-77) L LQD (10/10). Attachment OP-8,lSection V( C) was revised to address the potential
build-u of radionuclides-in-thesoil from well purging., This item is-resolved. (AB):

OP-84) LQD 00/o)Q -Section OP 3.2 Mine Unit Design. The last paragraph of this section states
* that the operator has made, an effort to properly abandon historic drill- holes. or wells. As

noted earlier regarding Section D5, 2.4 Historic Uranium Exploration Activities, all-historic
drill holes must be located and a determination made -fthey:-were properly abandoned. If
they were not, then they must be re-entered and grouted from the bottom up to the surface.
-.All-of this effort: must be clearly documented in the-permit,;.on .a hole-by hole ,basisj, AB)

LC ISR,.LLC (L0/09) - Pursuant to discussions during the June 22, 2009 imeeting. in Casper
* between WDEQ andLC JSR, LLC,- the letter from Don McKenzie to the Wyoming -Mining

-Association dated February 25,,-2009 will sei-ve as theguidance documentwith regard.to re-
abandonment. of historic holes. Item 1-of-this memoi states,, .'Re-entering and re-plugging

old drill holes within -a proposed mine unit boundary area.isnot warranted unless -there is
evidence of poor plugging practices determined either -through record review or pump tests
results. ' :In •6rdet. to satisf, Ahis requirement .two separate issues 'must be satisfactorily
addressed: arecord review arid a pump test.. : - .. , ,

LC, ISR, LLC has submitted to WDEQ-LQD all records in its possession with (regard to
Shistoric abandonment of holes 'and wells-ý'at, the Lost -Creek -Project: ;Included within the
. -records is; a-Notice -of Violation -issued to -Texasgulf on May.-20, 1982 for improper hole

'abandonment land surface :-capping - as •well. as ýmemos from Texasgulf ,t6 .;WDEQ-LQD
describing their corrective actions. The, Texasgulf--memos describe the depth-to water and

:drillmud in each -'hble-:they could-locate. Although the"Specific. details of the ecofrective
'actions, are ,unknown, -it appears,that WDEQ-LQD and -Texasgulf agreed -to :re-abandon all

- 'holes where.the ,mud -depth- •was >greater,.than ,about 200-feet below -the :water surface. A
. review of ',these memos ;,reveals that :Texasgulf'attempted to locate andc0ollect- subsurface

.. .data on a total- of;261 historic holes. sThis number does not vinclude lholes 'where a surface
cap was replaced but-:no subsurface -data is provided -in the- historical -record. -,Of,.these 261
-.holes, 230 (88%) were located. Of the 230 located, a -total of 16- were:re-plugged with-grout
because the grout level was greater than about 200 feet below the water surface. - The -above
statistics are based only on those holes for which we have complete and reliable records.
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Texasgulf also installed new surface caps on a large group of holes. WDEQ-LQD
subsequently approved the corrective work and released the bond for the entire project.
Based on WDEQ-LQD approval, one could conclude that the record clearly demonstrates
the historic holes were abandoned using acceptable plugging practices and further effort is
not warranted.

Additional efforts to relocate historic holes will likely meet with limited, success. The
historic holes in question were mostly drilled between 1968 and 1980. After 29 to 41 years
of vegetation growth and additional drilling disturbance, only a portion of the holes are
locatable. Today ,it is rare to find the wooden markers placed so many decades ago. Any
attempt to relocate the historic holes. will result in considerable surface disturbance will little
to no benefit.

Pump tests performed to date, including-the 2008 ,Mine Unit One pump test, reveal that there
is minor communication between the overlying and underlying aquifers and th6 HJ Horizon.
The drawdown in the overlying and underlying aquifers is on the order of one magnitude or
less than the drawdown in the HJ Horizon The majority of hydrologic communication is
likely through the displacement of the Lost Creek Fault and not through improperly
abandoned drill holes. LC ISR will employ engineering controls to prevent migration of
mining solution through the fault and into a USDW.

The historical record suggests the holes were properly abandoned by the original, operator
pursuant to regulations that were in place at that time. LC ISR, LLC believes WDEQ-LQD,
as the agency with regulatory authority over uranium exploration, should have enforced
existing regulations and required the grout column to extend above the water table. If
WDEQ-LQD approved improper hole abandonment, the WDEQ-LQD is now transferring
the liability onto a company -with no responsibility, and in fact WDEQ-LQD's actions may
jeopardize one of the state's uranium resources.

Today's WDEQ-LQD comments suggest improper oversight by WDEQ-LQD in the past.
LC ISR, LLC understands WDEQ-LQD's request for the holes to be re-abandoned and
hereby proposes the following path forward. This proposal is intended to provide a

'framework for this situation, which will' undoubtedly be encountered at this, and other sites
as uranium resources are developed in the future. LC ISR will agree to re-abandon and re-
surface cap all historic holes within pattern areas that have not already been re-abandoned
by a previous operator or by. LC ISR, LLC and which may. impact LC ISR,' LLC's

'operations in 'a given mine unit, based on pumping test results for that mine unit. For other
historic holes, LC ISR, LLC will agree to re-abandon and re-surface cap all historic holes

'within pattern areas that have not already been re-abandoned by a previous operator or by
LC ISR, :LLC; however, WDEQ-LQD must-take on the responsibility of locating each of the
-holes and either perform surface reclamation or advance -funds for LC ISR, LLC to conduct
surface reclamation. WDEQ-LQD and BLM must agree in writing that LC ISR, LLCý takes
on no liability, financial or otherwise, for the re-abandonment and associated work. Nor
shall LC ISR, LLC have to bond for the work since it is being performed largely for the
benefit of the state-and BLM.
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WDEQ-LQD will have the following responsibilities and absorb the associated costs:
" Locate the holes based-on historic .survey records before November 30, 2009.
* Either perform surface reclamation at. the appropriate season or reimburse LC

ISR, LLC to perform the surface'redclamation work.' Surface reclaniation includes
leveling of the site and reseeding with an approved mixture of native seed.

LC ISR, LLC will perform the following tasks and absorb the-associated costs:
* Provide WDEQ-LQD with a backhoe and one backhoe operator for a total' of 40

hours at no charge for the purpose of locating the holes. Any use of the backhoe
naid operat0• fabove 40 'hourg will ec harged at aatea& 6f $75/hi5r";

Ex Exc Vate the •rface cap;":
* Entiier the hole •wit HDFPE tremmie'and goaýs deep as possi1le Witlhout drilling or

washing out t e le.o

* Treimie grout into the holeuiitil the lhole is filled to surface;
* Return to the hole no soon&rfthah tWo' days later and top the hole off to

approximately 17 feet below groutind s urface;
* DumpntwoVbagsof bentonite chips•iiito the hole;

Dump onebag of cement or concrete into thehole;
Backfill the final two feet of hole With native vegetation;,

. Mark the.hole with a piece ofHDPE pipe with a metal name plate.

WDEQ-LQD must agree that its inability to locate all holes will not result in the denial of
the permit to mine or subsequent mine unit packages.

The commenter states that the re-abandomnent effort must be; documented in the permit on a
hole by hole basis. This request is unreasonable since ;the. work, will ,take place over a
number of. years .as addit.ional mine units, are brought into Iproduction .and the permit will
haveto be ,revised accordingly. LJ ISR, LLC, proposes that-the information regarding re-
abandonment efforts be documented in the annual.reports. .:

LQD (11/09) Response. not acceptable, Drilling currently taking place in the Battle, Springs
formation has illustrated •the problem with plug gel loss down the hole; The plug gel will fall

100-300 feet, often exposing the watertable. If past practices were tojinject plug gel to.the
surface and cap the hole then there' is no documentation oft gel~faingback down

the hole. The Tg NOV provides some documentation that historically the holes were left in
various stages of abandonment. It can be stated with fair certainty that many of the historic
drill holes are open more than a hundred feet below any surface cap, and many of them most
likely are in at least the first water table. Ur.Energy has made an effort to, locate these holes,
without much success (only, finding 2 out of 20 which were searched). The DEQ will make
an independent effort to locate the holes within the first mine unit, withnthe commitment by

Lost Creek to plug them if-we'find them. (AB), •-,.

LC ISR, LLC (2/0). LC ISR,. LLC appreciates the WDEQ-LQD's willingness to assist
with this issue.. It is important that work on this projectbegin during the spring of 2010 so
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the holes canbe plugged in a timely manner that does not impact the operations schedule.
We look forward to discussing this schedule with you in the coming weeks.

LQD (3/10) - This item is unresolved. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/1.0) - In the interest of resolving this item for the purposes of the
application review, LC ISR, LLC suggests the following language be inserted into the
permit.as a condition:

"Prior to injecting mining solutions in a wellfield, LC ISR, LLC will attempt
to locate and properly abandon-all historic drill holes that may be improperly
abandoned within the patternarea. WDEQ-LQD will assist LC ISR, LLC in
the process of locating the historic holes. The failure to locate 100% of the
holes will not be the sole justification for LQD. denying LC ISR, LLC the
ability to mine the wellfield in question.Y.

LQD (7/10) - Item inresolved. Location and abandonment of the historic drill holes within
the area of the first mine unit has not been addressed in the field beyond a demonstration of
Ground Penetrating Radar. LC is proposing aPermit Condition stating that prior to injection
of any mining solution, an attempt will be made to locate the historic drill holes. Failure to
locate the holes will not be justification for LQD denying LC to move forward with mining.

From the ongoing discussions on.this topic the LQD's understanding has been that the holes
within the first mine unit would be located and properly abandoned. A new pump test would
then be conducted to determine if there was. an improvement in the amount of leakage ,
observed in the overlying and underlying aquifers. If there was no improvement then it
would indicate that the leakage was not from the improperly abandoned historic drill holes,
but fromf lack of geological controls.. Aproposal should be submitted which outlines how
this effort will be undertaken, the pump test specs, and how the new test will be correlated to
the results of the previous pump test. (AB)

LC ISR. LLC (9/ - The failure of the WDEQ-LQD to act in coordinating and executing
their committed role (see LQD 11/09 comment) to make an independent effort to locate the
*historic holes during the summer of 2010 leaves the applicant in a difficult position. LC ISR,
LLC cannot make the desired demonstration of the relationship of confinement and the
historic holes without WDEQ-LQD's appropriate involvement and cooperation.

In the letter of July 28, 201.0, from WDEQ7LQD Administrator D. McKenzie to W. Heili
.(LC ISR, LLC),. McKenzie indicated an interest in pursuing issues under permit conditions as
long as they are not statutory or regulatory requirements to obtain a permit. LC ISR, LLC
believes this item clearly fits. within that framework,. The permit condition language
proposed in LC. ISR, LLC's 06/10 response is revised herein to state:

"Upon receipt of a permit to mine and prior to injecting mining solutions in Mine Unit 1,
LC ISR, LLC, with the assistance of WDEQ-LQD, will attempt to locate and properly
abandon all historic drill holes documented to be improperly abandoned within the
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pattern area. :In the event that the majority of the identified holes are 'located and,.-
abandoned such that there is anh expectation that a.definitive conclusion can be obtained

.from additional testing, a pump test will be performed to determine the effect of the 'hole
abandonment effort.: This•pump'test will .be designed. to mimic the initial wellfield pump
-test (length of test, pump rate,.,wells monitored, and pump rate).,....,, . ' .

In future mine units, assuming plugging efforts in Mine Unit 1 resulted -in a substantial.
improvement in confinement, an effort to 7locate and re-abandon historic drill -holes will

,be made prior to the mine unit pump test." .

When. considering this permit condition, WDEQ-:LQD should analyze the level of surface
disturbance associated With locating and'plugging historic holes prior to the issuance of a
permit. Also, WDEQ-WQD recently implemented'restrictions on the discharge of pump-test
water from in situ projects. These restrictions make pump testing from 'many Wells. --
impossible unless a water treatment system is in place.' Therefore, the pump test described
above may not be feasible until the Plant -and associated water treatment system is in place.

LOD (10/10) Item unresolved. The DiVisionJis sin agreement that the effort to locate the
drill holes can take place following the permit approval, but prior to the well, field activation.
However, the commitment to locate, and properly abandon, the historic drill holes should be
added to the permit document. The text'should;0utline how..the'holes .will be located, and the
steps that will be taken to properly abandon them. .In addition, ,the specifications* for the
follow-up pump test for the first mine unit should be presented.-. (AB)'

OP-90) LQD (10/10) - This item is resolved. LC "has: revised the text in. Section .OP 3.3 as
requested in March 2010. (BRW)

OP-99) LQD (10/10) -This item. is resolved. LC has revised the text in Attachment OP 2 to
better address the process'of fluid management.: (BRW) - .

'OP-105) LOD (1/09) - Section OP 3.6.3.3, Cumulative Drawdown: W.S. 35-11-428(a)(iii)(E)
requires an assessment of impacts to w aterresources on adjacent lands and the 'steps that
will be taken tomitigate the impacts. Section OP.3.6.3.3 should include. drawdown'
•projections for all aquifers:that, couldpotentially be affected by the operation for the life of
the mine, 'including drawdown maps to illustrate the -horizontal and vertical extent of
projected drawdowni. (MM)' ".

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) - The parameters necessary' to provide an estimate of 'drawdown
during lifeof ,the'rmine include transmissivity,--storativity, net extraction irate, and ,duration
,of operation. Transmissivityi of the.ý;HJ. Production Zone has been determined, from
pumpiing"tests, conducted on either side'of the Lost Creek Fault. 'Because: of the influence
of the fault, the transmissivity determined& -from this pumping test is viewed as an
"effective" ransmissivity.

A value of transmissivity .that is not influenced 'by the fault ,can 'be estimated using the
principle of superposition. and image well theory, -(Stallman 1952): The.,principle of
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superposition simply states that the total effect resulting from pumping multiple wells
simultaneously. is equal to the sum of the individual effect caused by each of the wells
acting separately. The principle of superposition is commonly used to evaluate well
interference problems by summing the drawdown determined using the Theis equation for
a homogeneous, isotropic, infinite extent aquifer. Image well theory is used to address
hydraulic impacts of a bounded (non infinite extent) aquifer for either no flow or recharge
boundaries (Domenico and Schwartz 1990). In the application of image well theory for a
no flow barrier, an imaginary well is placed directly across the no flow boundary at an
equal distance from the boundary as the pumping well. The image well is assigned a
pumping rate equal to thatfof the real pumping well. Then the drawdown can be calculated
at any point within the aquifer (on the: side with'the real well) by summing the impacts
from both the real and image well, using a modification of the Theis equation:

S =Sp-S+si = Q/(4I-T) x [W(u)p+ W(u)t]i,

where:

s is the observed drawdown at any point;,
* sP - drawdown resulting from pumping, the real well;

si - drawdown resulting from pumpingthe image well;
Q - the pumping rate;
T - aquifer transmissivity;

* W(u)p - well function for the real- well;
W(u)t - well function for the image well;

and:
2

(u)p-r2S/4Tt,. . . :. . ••, •.. .

(u)t - rt2S/4Tt:
where:

rp is the distance-from the pumping well to the observation point;
ri is the distance from the image well to the observation point; and
S - aquifer storativity,

In the case of the Lost Creek Project, image well theory was applied using the drawdown
resulting from the LC19M pump test. The pumping well LC19M is located 482 feet from
the fault, based on mapped data. An image well was assumed at a distance of 964 from the
pumping well, on the other side of the fault. The drawdown at the, end of the pump test at

* three wells were used to back calculate the.transmissivity and storativity of the aquifer.
The LC19M pump test was run for a period of 8,252 minutes at, an average rate of 42.9
gpm. The wells and respective drawdown (at the end of the test) used to solve.the Theis
equation for transmissivity and drawdown were LC19M (93.32 ft),. HJMP1l 1 (35.56 ft)
and HJMP104 (36.44 ft). The distance from LC19M to HJMP-111: is 473 ft and from
LC19M to HJMP 104 is 637 ft. The distances from the image well to HJMP- 111 and
HJMP-104 are 1,043 and 847 feet, respectively. A series of calculations were performed
varying the transmissivity and storativity to find the best fit to the observed drawdown at
the end of the test. Results of the effort ifidicate that a transmissivcity of 144' ft2/d and a
storativity of.7e-05 provide a very good fit to the data with residuals (difference between
the observed and calculated drawdown) of 0.06 ft at LC19M, -1.04 ft at HJMP-1 11 and
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1.00 ft at HJMP-104. Although "this calculation does not account for the partial penetration
effects of:the.,pumping and observation wells or the minor leakage' from overlying and
underlying aquifers (as evidenced by the slight drawdown response in overlying and
underlying observation wells during the .test), it does provide, a reasonable estimate of the
aquifer properties within 'the vicinity:of Mine Unit J (by removing the effects of the fault
on the pump test results). Table OP-9 shows the best-fit drawdown calculations. Figure
OP- l Oa shows the location, of the wells used to calculate transmissivity with the image

.wellmethod..

The trahsmissivity.,,arid storativity wvalues 144 .ft/d and' 7E-05; -respectively were -used to
predict. drawdown, at. distances :of 2 :and, 5 miles 'from the centroidof production -after 8
years of production and restoration activities, for two scenarios. One .case assumes that the
impacts of the Lost Creek Fault are negligible at distances of-2,miles .or greate. .This case
is supported by data from site borings that indicate that the Lost Creek Fault appears to
extend less than 1 mile on either side of the centroid. The other case assumes that the fault
acts as a no flow boundary. The second case assumes that the fault is of infinite extent
(which it is not) and all of the production will occur: on the same. sideof the fault (which it
will not because the projected mine units are on both sides of the -fault).' This .case would
provide a maximum drawdown estimate. For both ýcases the .average ..pumping rate is
assumed to be 89 gpm for the 8-year mine life.

The predicted drawdown at the end of production/restoration operations at an average
pumping rate of 89 gpm for the first.scenario. (neglecting the impacts of the fault) will be
45 ft at 2 miles from the centroid of production and 28 ft at 5 miles. A projection of
drawdown at the end of production and restoration under. that scenario. is shown; in Figure
OP-10b. Note that the drawdown :is less 'at 2'miles and 5 miles from'the Permit Boundary

"than from the centroid of production which is near the center of the Permit Area.: For the
scenario where the' fault is assumed to be of,'infinite extent :and .acting" as a' no flow
boundary, the aquifer is essentially reduced by half and the drawdown is doubled to 90 ft at
2 miles from the centroid of production and.56' ft at 5 miles. A projection of-drawdown at
the end of production and restoration -under-that scenario is shown in Figure.OP-r0c. Note
that if the infinite acting fault scenario is utilized, the drawdown would only occur on the
side of the fault where pumping is occurring. While the fault will have -substantial impacts
on localized drawdown inthe vicinity of the mine units, the -effect.at great distance will be
noticeably reduced. Therefore, the calculated drawdown using the infinite extent fault
should be considered as .a worst case (maximum) Value These two calculations provide a
reasonable' bounding limit to the drawdown 'that can be expected as a result of ISR
'activities at the: projected .rates.. The drawdown at the, 2 mile radius from the centroid of
production-'should be between 45 and 90 ft, and the drawdown at the !5 mhile radius should
be between-28 and 56Aft.

The d epth to water for the 'HJ Horizon in the vicinity of MU I1 is generally 170 to 180 feet.
Thedepth to the top :of the HJ Horizon in the same area averages 360 feet. Based on these
values, there' isapproximately' 180 to 190 .feetfof. hydraulic.head aboVeethe top of the HJ
Horizon atMUl. Assuming that 150 to 200 feet of head are present within 5 miles of the
center of the projected mining, the estimated drawdown from production and restoration
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should not result in dewatering of the HJ Horizon within that same area. A projection of
drawdown at the end of production and restoration is shown in Figure OP-Ob.

A calculation of the time required for water levels to recover to pre-mining or near pre
mining levels following completion of the ISR project was also performed.

The analysis of recovery is based on the principle of superposition which was described
previously. For this case it is assumed that after the pump has been shut down (at the
centroid of production), the well continues to be pumped at the same discharge as before
and that an imaginary recharge equal to the discharge is injected into the well. The
recharge and discharge thus cancel each other resulting in a well that is effectiv0ely no
longer being pumped. The recovery of the well is measured as "residual" drawdown.
Applying the Theis equation to this problem the residual drawdown is

s (Q/40T){W(u)-W(u,)
where

u -(r 2S)/(4Tt) and u' =( r2S')/(4Tt')
where

s' residual drawdown in ft
r = distance :from well to observation point in ft
T transmissivity of the aquifer in ft2/d
S' storativity of the aquifer during recovery, unitless
S storativity of the aquifer during pumping, unitless
t = time in days .since start of pumping in days
V .- time in days since the cessation of pumping in days
Q = rate of recharge = rate of discharge in ft3/d

The calculated: residual drawdown-. (in fee't) using the equation above for various times at 2
miles and 5 miles from the centroid is shown in the table below.

Residual Drawdown After End of ISR Operations
Distance Time Since, End of Operations

I yr 2 yr 4 yr 8 yr
2 miles 20.5 ft 15.1 ft 10.3 ft 6.5 ft
5 miles .18.9 ft 14.4 ft 10.0 ft- 6.4 ft
Average pumping rate of 89 gpm (or 17,134 ft3/d).
Distance measured from centroid of production.

LQD (11/09) - Response partially acceptable. Impacts to the HJ aquifer have been
projected to extend well beyond five miles from the permit area. Other aquifers that may
be affected must also be addressed. Drawdown maps must be provided-to show the extent
of projected drawdown-in each affected aquifer. All known water resources (wells, lakes,
wetlands, springs, etc.) within the projected 5 foot drawdown area must be identified on
the maps. Monitoring plans must be presented for monitoring of impacts to these water
resources. Actions to be taken to mitigate the impacts must be described..(MM)
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LC ISR, LLC,(2/10) - Pleasesee Response to Comment V5, RP#5.

LOD (3/10) Response partially :accePtable., A drawdown map is required to illustrate the
extent of the five. foot drawdown and all of the water. resourcesvwithin that area that may be
affected. It is requested that this be a USGS. topographic map on a scale of 1"=2,000'.
Mitigation measures also need to be addressed. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Please see Response to Comment RP#5.. (See also Comment

OP #114.)

LQD (7/10) - Response not acceptable. Comment stands as written. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) -Please see Response to Comment RP#5.

LQD (10/110)z Response partially. acceptable. Revised Plate OP-4 illustrates, the
potential area of drawdown as well as the water resources that may be impacted within that
a ea. However, the.legend on Plate OP-4 is incomplete in that it does not describe the
symbols an~d numbering for the wells or the uhn'its(feet) that are used to define the amount
of drawdIown. The main deficiency at this point is the lack of any discussion of steps to be
taken to mitigate impacts, to water resources, An particular~the Sweetwater pit lake.,
Definitive commitments are needed in the permit to address the requirements of W.S. 35-
11-429 (a)(iii)(E). Please also see Comment RP-5. (MM)

OP-112) LQD (10/10) Table OP-10 was updated. This item is resolved, (AB)

OP- 114) LQD (10/10) A response to the water usage estimates was provided.. The predicted
drawdo:n'portion of the c6mment is being addressed by CommentOP-105. This item is'
therefore resolved. (AB)

OP-118) LQD 10/10 - This item is resolved based on the new language inserted into Section
OP 2.5.1 and the added Figure OP-6c (Drill Pit Drawing). (MM)

OP-119)- LQD (1/09) - The ,operations plan should include a section detailing procedures and a
schedule for, locating, investigating andproperly abandoning all historical drill, holes on
,the permit area.,(MM) . ..

LC*ISR,,-LLC (,10/09)- Please see Responseto Comment V5, .#84.

LQD ( 1/09) - Response not acceptable. The. issue of how to address old abandoned drill
holes is one that will obviously require continuing evaluation and %discussion. Questions
relating-to who is responsible forthe old holes are irrelevant at this point>.We are not
blaming LC for the existence or the condition of the holes. We.would not be asking LC to
plugthe hOles, except for the fact that LC is proposing an ISL. operation on. a site that
resembles Swiss. cheese. ISL operators are responsible for controlling,theirproduction
fluids,and for restoringthe groundwater affected by their-operations, We 'believe that the
old improperly abandoned drill holes will seriously impair these efforts and thus. affect
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LC's ability to conduct a successful operation. LQD cannot ignore this issue. We
.acknowledge that locating old abandoned drill holes is problematic and that. efforts
involving extensive surface disturbance are not desirable. LQD will continue to evaluate
information (e.g. pump tests) as it becomes available. It is hoped that we canjointly arrive
at a reasonable approach to address the problem. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - Please see Response to Comment V5, #84.

LQD (3/10) This remains an open item. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) ,- Please see Response to Comment OP #84.

LQD (7/10) - This remains an open item. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) - Please see the revised Response to Comment OP #84.

LQD (10/10) - This remains an open item. Lost Creek should outline a plan within in
the permit operations plan, including a time schedule, for locating and remediating the
historic drill holes within the boundaries of the~mine units. It would be acceptable for this
work to be, accomplished following the issuance of the permit and prior to the start of
production. (MM)

****This concludes the comments on the OPERATIONS PLAN in the MAIN Permit

Document .

FEBRUARY 2010 - LQD COMMENTS, ON THE MINE UNIT 1 APPLICATION, RELEVANT TO
THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT

MU1-4) LOD (2/10) - The following comment was part of the permit application review, and the
response from LC indicated that it would be addressed through the Mine Unit Package
submittal. Figure oP-2a Site Layout: A much more detailed Mine Plan map will need
to be included in the permit. It should indicate all roads, fencing, topsoil pile locations,
stormwater diversion structures, chemical storage areas, lay down yards, easements,
utilities, pipelines, monitor well locations, air and weather monitoring stations, etc.
There should be one comprehensive map that indicates where any surface disturbance
or feature is planned (AB) .Figure MU] 1-3 Surface Facilities provides details for the
Mine Unit, but greater detail is required as listed below:

A larger scale map (e.g. 1" = 100')
All pipelines, powerline, roads, fencelines, staging areas, culverts and topsoil stockpiles
(some of these are already included).
The proposed layout of the wellfield production and monitoring wells (The Division is
interested in how the proposed wellfield layout will address the fault zone)
The wellfield layout should indicate which sand (UHJ, MHJ, or-LHJ) is being mined or.
monitored based on screened interval)
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The temporary. vs. long term disturbances associated with the welifield should be
distinguished (well pad, header houses, pipelines, iUtilities)
The primary, secondary, and 2-track roads should be mapped out. (The Division is
interested in how the proposed layout will minimize surface disturbances and travel
ways)(AB).

LC .ISR. LLC, (3/10) - 'As outlined below, LC ISR, ,LLC believes that the information
requested -in this comment 'has been provided: to WDEQ-LQD in: the main permit
-document; the original MUl application;,:or the updates.to MUl.,per. these responses.
As -outlined below, the rest of-the information-has been provided in as much detail as
-possible prior to installation of the' production and. njection wells; Therefore the
requested map has not been included with this submittal.

Figure MU1 1-3 provided -in the MU1 application shows the locations of the following
-items:

" The main wellfield trunkline .(pipeline); .-..
* Powerlines;
* The fencesurrounding the welfield;
* The main access road,' roads located .VWithin the*Wellfield 'and 'existing two track roads

inside the monitor well ring;
* Staging area;
• Culverts; and' .

. Topsoil'stockpile locations.

There will not be a chemical storage arfea;ý: weather stationx or airi monitoring station
withiii' MU 1.

'Figures MU1 5:1 through MUl 5-4, vwhichlreplace Figures MU1 5-1 and MUl 5-2,
provtide''additional information'on the proposed layout 'of thepattern- areas and monitor
wells, "along' with information on 'which bands are being mined and how the perimeter
.monitor wells are screened to monitor the 'those sands. :Additionally, a dis cii-sion of the
proposed pattern layout, -which addresses monitoring across the Lost Creek Fault
through the use of 'o;erlying and unde'rlying mo.nitorf wells, has' been added to Section
5:2.1 "oifthe MUl:Application. '

Tie r tithat has notarddaniot be'provided prior to the actual instillation of
the production and injecion \Vells is thelayoiit of ttraivel ways"'withiln t'pattern areas.
The travel ways used for the construction and operation of the mine. unit will be
developed in accordance Vwiih the guidanice provided il -,Sectio• OP. 2.6 ,I(Roads) of the
main 'jierihit doctihiit. This type of detailed inforiniation has never been'pree in a
mine unit pafkag, bese fore the -wells are 'isfid)iie pi•r because it is 'not,'possible to

eterinifnie this amount' tf'detail untl '.the. wdfk' w egins. At that'time,t th ngineers and

geologists, actufally walk te pattern ared and stake&well locati'ons based 6n tihe most up-
to-date'surface and subsuk ace inforation. Even as the wells are 'installed, the
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information obtained from the early wells may influence the locations of the later wells.
For this reason, LC ISR, LLC presented a generic wellfield layout on Figure OP-6b of
the main permit document.

A discussion of topsoil management, .which includes long-term and short-term topsoil
protection, is provided in Section OP 2.5 (Topsoil Management) of the main permit
document. Also, a discussion of vegetation protection during wellfield construction is
provided in Section OP .2.7 (Vegetation Protection and Weed Control) of the main
permit document. The amount of topsoil disturbance for the facilities shown on Figure
MUL. 1-3 is proVided in Table MU1 3-1 of the Mine Unit 1 Application and is allocated
by short-term and long-term stockpiles. Also provided in Table MU1 3-2 of the Mine
Unit 1 Application:is the amount of vegetation, disturbance for the facilities shown on
Figure MU1 1-3. .

LC ISR, LLC will not construct a sedimentation pond or. other permanent structures as
sediment control measures for MUL. LL ISR, LLC will use alternate sediment control
measures in accordance with WDEQ-LQD Guideline #15.. Since the area surrounding
the mine site is relatively flat-lying, LC ISR, LLC will use sediment control features
such as silt fences and hay bales appropriately placed for erosion control. The locations
of.these sediment -control units will be determined during construction..

LQD (4/10)7 Responsenot acceptable. Due to potential changes in the as-built lay out
of the well field duringconstruction,, the operator is reluctant to provide the level of
detail requested. Much of the layout indicating soil and vegetation' disturbance is
outlined in Figure OP -6b. This schematic does not provide a true picture of the
disturbed.area within a typical pattern area. Please revise the.schematic to show the
total disturbance associated with each drill site, not just the mud pit. In addition, the
trench layout is shown as a line on the drawing yet the actual width of disturbance
associated with a 3', wide trench is more likely 20' wide. (given a 3:1 angle of repose
for the topsoil and subsoil piles, as opposed to vertical). The actual footprint of these
disturbances should be indicated on a revised Figure OP-6b and the square footages and
percentages of disturbance re-calculated:

The attached site map (enclosure) qf Mine Unit One is representative of the disturbance
prior to any header houses, roads or pipelines and is indicative of how significant the
surface impacts will be. Although long and short term disturbances are broken out
separately on Figure OP-6b, the reality is that even the short term disturbances will have
long term impacts due to the time it takes to reach reclamation success.

The 1"=100' map indicating the proposed lay out of the well field and the disturbances
associated within the wellfield is still requested. In addition to the proposed wellfield
layout, the existing disturbances caused by the exploration holes will also need to be
indicated on the map. This.map will need to also include the fencing around the large
staging area, and the 2-track around the monitor well ring. In addition, the current
staging area on the eastern part of the mine unit already appears.to have approximately
an acre or more of disturbance, far greater an area than that depicted on Figure MU 1 1-
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-3, The justification for:this was presented in the March 11, 2010. clarification of
comment letter.. The as-built version of this map will then need to be-included in the
Annual Report each year. (AB)

LC ISR. LLC (6/10) - -The original intent-of Figure OP-6b was to show how operations
will be designed: in a .generic sense. :In fact, the actual, wellfield layout-will not be as
:symmetrical as that ýshown, in the figure.,,,.Given the size ,of the equipment used, current
state of-knowledge and the density of drilling, it. ýis impossible •to define at -this point in
time where all disturbance will be other -than to say that disturbance from construction
and operations-will be- limited generally to the pattern area- and.- utility -routes,:

Pursuant- toguidance provided by LQD during several meetings and correspondence,
LC ISR, LLC •commits to-maintaining the level of jtotal disturbance: from .construction
and operations'to -less -than :50% :of -the, area wi'thin each respective mine -unit monitor
ring..;,For example, -the area within the imonitor, ring .boundary"Of Mine Unit - is 212.8
acres while the ientirelpropoged-pattern area, including isolated areas where no wells are
planned, covers 45.6 acres.: Therefore,if 4100 percent Of the. proposed- wellfield pattern
area is disturbed (including 'isolated areas where no' wells are- planned), the disturbed
area will.:only- equate to ý 21% .of the area within the monitor well ring.. It is worth

. pointing -out. that if-LC ISR, -LLC applied c6nventional open pit mining -techniques, the
area of the Mine Unit 1 pit would be on the order of 200 acres plus a few hundred acres
of overburden piles-and tailings. - It is unclear why LQD ,continues to require such fine
detail .'for- this ISR permit to mine when ,LC ISR, LLC has already made significant
commitments to minimize disturbance. , : . .
LC:ISR,. LLC recognizes there are two typds of 'disturbance associated -with mine unit

construction and operation. Those disturbances that are;-transientl(tempotary, minor) in
nature. and -those disturbancesý that are long-term' and repetitive "in nature. --Examples of
transient disturbancel -include: ':drill pits; -pipe lines; two-track toads; off road vehicle
traffic, power-line installation; and-,,installation: ofT fen;ces,: .Examples.. of long-term
disturbance include: primary and- secondary roads; header -houses; and lay-down areas.

. Any :-time excavation or .long-term disturbances atee planned, topsoil. will !.be properly
segregated :;and -stored ,'until- reclamation: (Sections OP 2.5, iand RP -4.5).. Interim

- Vegetation,,will be- established if.native vegetation is damaged during construction or
operational ;activities:':(Section OP --2.7).. Regardless ! of the nature of the disturbance,
'ftansienit or:long-terin, :all disturbance Will be'reclaimed during decommissioning of the
.area.

LC ISR;. LLC believes that 4the, long-term removal of topsoil in. areas ,with transient
disturbance -Would ,create significant probleins., with -interim, stabilizatibn :of subsoil,

~ whichin turn would result- in challenges-withdairborne particulate and-sediment -loading
".:of drainages. -LCJtSR,,LLO -understands LQD's concern -with-topsoil compaction but

the sandy nature of the topsoil at Lost Creek will minimize compaction. LC -ISR, LLC
believes . the - most protective.- method -for --soil - -managemfent, . related to --transient
disfurbances, -is to -leave lhe topsoil and root. systems in place. - This is.1tonsistent with
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current practices at existing ISR facilities in Wyoming as well as direction from a
,previous WDEQ Director (Dennis Hemmer letter to PRI, September 14, 1998).

In light of the above discussion, as well as clarification letters from LQD, LC ISR, LLC
does not propose to amend Figure MUI 1-3 at this time as originally requested in the
February 2010 comments from LQD. The response to item 5 should also be reviewed
in response: to this item. LC ISR, LLC would like to hold additional conversations with
LQD with regard to revising Figure OP-6b and inclusion of a 1"=100' map.

LQD (7/10) - This item is unresolved pending further discussion. (AB)

LC ISR. LLC (9/10) - A new figure (Figure OP-6c) has been added to provide a more
detailed presentation of the topsoil disturbance within the wellfield. Figure OP-6b
shows the installation of lateral pipelines with the aid of a backhoe; however, LC ISR,
LLC reserves the right to use a trenching device to install lateral lines from the
wellheads to the header house. The use of a trencher will result in significantly less
disturbance than that shown in Figure OP-6b.

Table OP-2 and Plate OP-1 Idescrib&ein great detail the location of topsoil and
vegetation disturbance as required. It is not possible at this time to provide any more
detail than that already provided.

The information requested regarding the location of exploration disturbance and the
location of the Mine Unit 1, monitor Well 'ring road are new information requests
beyond the completeness period and therefore should be retracted to comply with
Wyoming Statute 35-11-406(e): :Portions of the disturbance did not exist at the time the
application was reviewed and determined to be complete. The current level of
exploration disturbance occurred under WDEQ-LQD approval and review of DN334.
LC ISR, LLC commits to providing a revised site map with each annual report that
shows all existing disturbance in great detail.

LQD (10/10) - This item is unresolved.. The Division agrees that during construction
essentially 100% of the pattern area will be impacted by either excavation, or
compaction. Through conversation with John Cash it was ascertained that the intent of
the company is to reestablish vegetation across the pattern area following the wellfield
construction.' This is reflected in the disturbed acreages tabulated in Table OP2.2,
Section OP2.7 Vegetation Protection and Weed Control, and Section RP4.5.2, Surface
Replacement and Revegetation, Surface Preparation. In addition, LC ISR, LLC has
agreed to revise the title of Figure OP-6b to reflect that the Vegetation and Soil Impacts
shown are due to excavation and do not account for the added impacts from
compaction. The figure should'also drop the Typical Drill Pit layout schematic, since
this'is superseded by Figure OP 6c. Please submit a revised Figure OP-6b. (AB)

MUI-6) LQD (2/10) - Neither the mine permit application nor this first mine unit package
provide a thorough assessment of the projected impact of the operation on'regional
water resources or plans to mitigate such impacts. Please reference comment no. OP-
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105 from the 11/20/09,review (WS.. §3 5-1ll-4 2 8 (a)(ii)(B) and W.S. §35-11-
428(a)(iii)(E)). ý: Additionally,-WDEQ/LQD Non Coal R&R 's Chapter 1] See 4(a)(x)(F)
requires the following to be provided in the 'Mine Unit Package. Expected changes in

•pressure,-native groundwater displacement, direction of movement ofinjection fluid and
a drawdownprojectionh, including a rMap, which describes the extent ofgroundwater
drawdown in the ore'zone aquiferfor the life of the first weilfield, 'through restoration.

.And the -MU] package must 'address. the ROI in overlying and- underlying aquifers.
Several comments in-this review. have addressed portions of these requirements.
However, LQD expects the entire suite of requirements in Chapter 11, See 4(a)(x)(F)

-. andýWS.,§35.-11-428(a)(i)(B) and W..S: §35- '1]-428(a)(iii)(E)to be addressed in the
MU] Package.',8 -(MM, BRW) . .

.LC JSR, LLC-(3/10) -. Per.the discussion. during the .February 25;, 2010 meeting between
rWDEQ-LQD and'LC ISR, LLC, LC ISR, LLC believes the Response to!Comment V5,

RP#5 and the associated .changes to Section OP. 3.6.3:3, submitted in February 2010,
...-address this. comment -as well; 2:LQD will review that information 'in relation to this

-com m ent. . . . . . -.- ,., • .: ,•. ,,, ,, .. . -, ., - ,: ..

LQD. (4/10) -. Response -partially, ;:acceptable. The reviewers will await acceptable
responses to Master Permit Comments OP-.I l and RP-5. (BRW)

LC-ISR.LLC (6/10) - Please refer to Responses to Comments OP #111 and RP #5.

-LQD (7/10) -:.Response not acceptable. Please see Comment RP-5. (BRW)

LC (9/10) - LC ISR, LLC -Please see the response to Comment RP-5.

LQD (10/10) - Response partially acceptable. Please see Comment RP-5..(BRW)

MUI-11) LQD (10/10) - This item is resolved based on the submittal of an updated
AttachmentOP-2. Please see Response to Comment OP-99 for a summaryof the changes
to the attachment.,(MM) - ,

MUI-20) b. LQD (10/10)-,2This item is resolved. LC has revised the' text in Attachment OP 2
.to better addrs process Offluid management. (BRW, MM)

e., Section 5.1.3. (page. MU1-25,) states.: "Sudden increase in water.levels in overlying
and uniderlying aqu'fers may be an indiccition ,of casing failure in.a production,
injection or monitor well." Are there other possible explanations, such as
improperlyplugged~drill holes? Please despcribe the likely scenarios and how
these .will be addressed if increases in water levels are detected.51',13 21 (MM, BRW)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) LC ISR, LLC does not believe that a sudden increase in
water levels in overlying and underlying monitor wells would generally be caused
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by an improperly plugged drill hole. It is more likely that steady increases in
water levels would occur due to'an improperly plugged borehole. Therefore, LC
ISR, LLC believes that the only credible scenario that would result in a sudden
increase in water levels is a casing failure in a production, injection or monitor
well. Increased water levels inoverlying and underlying monitor wells, regardless
of perceived cause or how suddenly it occurred, would result in an investigation to
determine the cause. Please see Section 1.2.3 of Attachment OP-2 for a response
to changes in water levels in overlying and underlying monitor wells.

LQD (4/J0) ý-Response not'cceptable -LC has provided several courses of
action that maybe implemented to reverse water level changes that indicate that
the potential for excursion exists. All of the procedures presented appear to be
valid approaches to rectify the problem. The reviewers realize that there are a host
S :ofpotential causes to water level rise and there is some "trial and error"
associated'with rectification, but it Would seem that a more systematic approach to
the solution would make the most sense. In other words, a particular condition is
the most common cause ofproblems with water level rise, so this becomes the
starting pointfor the effort. Please takethe solutions presented in Section 1.2.3 of
Attachment OP-2 and develop-a systematic approachfor the remediation of
changes inmwater levels. Please also.,see Comment #20b. (BRW, MM)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - The attached flowsheet details the typical process involved
in evaluating water level changes in the monitor well ring. This will become part
of Attachment OP-2 when it is'resubmitted. (See also Comments MU1-1 1, MU 1-
20b, MU1-24,ýand'MU1-33).1.

LQD (7/1•0) - Response partially acceptable. The reviewer awaits the submittal of
a revised Attachment OP-2 before making a final determination. Please note, the
reviewer-has looked at the attached flow chart that is to be incorporated into the
revised Attachment OP-2. As the reviewer believes was stated in meetings and
other correspondence, the WDEQ/LQD has a problem with using the term
"significant change". It is understood that there is variability in the wellfield and
0.75' feet of change in a given well may be substantial and require attention while
3.5'ý of change in another be attributed to.background noise and not a major cause
for concern. Thus, there is no enforceability with this terminology, which is not
acceptable4 and conversely it is understood that utilization of a single prescribed
,value,; such as 4.0' feet is not realistic. Perhaps a better way to look at the subject
is in terms of baseline water surface elevation because once baseline elevation is
exceeded then there is the potential for production fluid to migrate. Please,
consider the.above in the rewrite of Attachment OP-2. (BRW)

LC SR. (9/10) The updated Attachment OP-2 is included with this
submittal. Please see Response.to Comment OP-99 for a summary of the changes
to the attachment.
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The inspectable or enforceable components associated with monitor well sampling
.are not the water levels, but are the chemical constituents detailed in Section 5.1.3
ofthe;MU1 Application.

As stated in Attachment OP-2, the water level :data are a tool that may indicate
pattern imbalance, fluid migration or. mechanical integrity issues. Use of these
data allows adjustments to operational activities and flow rates to reduce the
possibility of an excursion.

-LQD (10/10) -This-item is unresolved.- Thexrevised Attachment;OP-2 does provide
additional clarity, in regards to engineeringcontrols, however more xrigorous and
definitive "action levels'.are needed in regards to monitoring and controlling water
lev.els. Lost Creek states.in.section 1.2.3 and 1.3.1.5 that~alO0 foot rise in water
level above background that continues for more than one sample cycle in a monitor
well would trigger a response': ,This seenms. excessive given.that the ,operation is
designed to 'create-and. maintain a:cone of depression towards the wellfield in order
to prevent excursions. Any rise in water level in a monitor well above baseline
s should be viewed as a red flag&since this would represent agradientaway from the
Wellfield. ,Please tighten up this action level. 'A rise of more than one foot would
.seem to be cause for concern and definitelya reaction should not wait two weeks
until the next sample cycle. (MM)

MU1-22) LOD (2/10) - Section 5.1.4." This section explains that the monitoring well ring
distance .was.chosen to. be ,500' in-the fall of 2008 because it ;was considered industry
stanhdard Subsequent to the construction of-the monitorwell ring, the November and.
December.2008 pump tests were conducted -The results of the pump tests showed a
minimum ROI after two days~ofpumpingofapproximately 2,600feet;(North Pump
Test). The conclusion was essentially that any" ROIgreater;than .500feetwould render
the 500 monitor well ring viable.,Howiever, -Guideline 4.asks..that the location of the
monitoring wells'be based on gradient considerations,. dispersivity of recovery fluids,
the initial excursion recovery, measures employed by:the operator,. the. normal mining
operational flare,,and the. recoverability with the allowable regulatory time frame.
Monitor. well locations should.be based on aigroundwater flow model or other
technzicallyjustified,m'ethods: Please provide -a scientific, site specificjustificationfor

.,the monitor well spacing. (MLB, AB) .,.

,LC-ISR,'LLC, (3/10) - As discussed -in Response to Comment MU1 #9, installation of
the monitor well ring, including well-spacing, was discussed withLQD -staff during a
,meetingonJune 25, 2008. The approval to install the moniitorwells'was received and

..bond posted prior to'installation (see Update 3 of DN334,.Which was -approved on May
,14, 2008 in a letter :from Doff McKenzie). Approval of the plan was included with the
approval of the Revision to Update 4for DrillingNotification No. 334DN which was
received on October 23, 2008. 'Therefore, based on this approval, the perimeter
*monitor -wells. were'- installed. .. At ,that tirieY, two regional •pump tests had been
conducted; therefore,, information on, aquifer. characteristics and anticipated well
responses was available. . . .
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The MU1 pump tests confirm that the well spacing is appropriate in that all of the
wells responded to pumping, as discussed in Response to Comment MU1 #16. (In
some cases, the response was greater than required for other ISR operations.) Based
on the discussion in Section 5.1.4 -of the Mine Unit 1 Application concerning the
radius of influence and the lack of the influence on groundwater flow due to
paleochannels within the HJ Horizon LC ISR, LLC believes that the spacing of the
monitor wells is appropriate for MUL.

LQD (4/10) - Response not acceptable. The LQD refers LC personnel to LQD's
clarification letter-dated March 11, 2010 with regard to the.pertinence and
applicability of LQD's approval of revisions to DN 334 as a mechanism for approval
of monitor well ring wells. LC is directed to the original question which, restated, is
as follows: Please provide a scientific, site specific justification for the monitor well
spacing. The justification should include Guideline 4, Section III. C, 5(b),.
requirements listed above in the original comment. (AB and MLB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Pursuant to the results of the May 6, 2010 meeting with the
LQD Laýnder Field Office, LC ISR, LLC is currently assembling amodel to support
the placement of the monitor wells. The results of the model were not finalized at the
time this response was-submitted but will. be provided as soon as possible.

LQD (7/10) - Item unresolved. Rationale was presented to the LQD during a July 6,
2010 meeting'in 'Lander. A series:of Figures showing the location of the wells relative
to each of the ore zones in the four sands within the HJ horizon. These figures explain
the geometry of the well spacing -and are still under" review. Beyond this
demonstration, there 'will need to -be a presentation of the scientific basis for the 500
feet based on hydrologic conditions; and not just because it is the 'industry standard'.
As stated in the original comment, "the location of the monitoring wells must be based
on gradient considerations, dispersivity of recovery fluids,, the initial excursion

* recovery measures employed by the operator, the normal mining operational flare (the
lateral and vertical extend of affected area under normal operating conditions), and
the recoverability with the allowable regulatory time frame. Monitor well locations
should be based on a groundwater flow model or other technically justified methods.
Please provide a scientific, site specificjustification for the monitor well spacing.

During a July 20.h meeting between DEQ and EPA to discuss the approach for an
aquifer exemption, the EPA continued to emphasize that there must be a scientific
basis for the aquifer exemption boundary. It was conveyed that the monitor well ring
location has a scientific basis, yet that information still needs to be presented for this
application. Once presented those hydrologic parameters may .then be utilized for
establishing the aquifer exemption boundary.

* Beyond the. Monitoring Well Ring spacing of 490-500 feet, the LQD has ongoing
concerns regarding the screened intervals of the wells. As conveyed during recent
discussions, the LQD ideally would like each of the four sands monitored individually.
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This -is based on the.way -the HJ horizon has been. presented as having four discrete
sand horizons, splitting rather than lumping the HJ aquifer.- Screening across discrete
multiple lsafnds,,creates, Ahe potential ..for cross contamination; dilution of a plume
limiting 'its, detection.;,the inability -to 'determine the 'source..of the plume; and the

- misrepresentation of each horizon in the sample depending on the pump location down
- the well. .The.LQD 'and WQD are~still discussing this issue internally. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC ,(9/10) - This response will be forthcoming in the Mine Unit 1 responses
based on communications with WDEQ.

--LQD (10/10) - Item unresolved. This item will.be deferred to the Mine.Unit 1
.review. (AB, .MLB) :T

MU1-24) LQD (10/10) - This item is resolved. LC'has revised the text in Attachment OP 2 to
better address the process of fluid management. (BRW, MLB)

MU1,27) LC ISR, LLC (9/10) -.Pursuant to a conversation with ,WDEQ-LQD staffon August,
.25,:2010,: the numberof-mine units-has been reduced.from sixto three.,The area
planned for'mineral.recovery, howeVer,;-has not changed. Changing the number of
-mine units has'in turn required revisions to Plate OP-1, Figure OP-2a, Figure OP-4a,

'.Figure RP-1, Figure RP-2 and numerous .portions~of text.. A discussion of the
reasoning behind this change has also been addedto the adjudication 'file under the
PermitDevelopment tab. LC ISR, -LLC. is:.also -including'with this: submittal numerous
stickers for other plates and figures that direct.the reader to Plate OP-i to see the most
up-to-date mine unit plan. This will allow changes' to be:made to. the mine unit area in
the future without 'having to'revise every plat&eand figure in the document.

LQD (10/10) - This item is resolved. (MM)

MU1-33) LQD (2/10) - Attachment MIUI 2-1, Section 8.O, Summary and Conclusions, Bullet 3:
In the-third. bulletin the. list-in thissection, it.is concluded that despite the hydraulic

'connectivity revealed during.the North and South Pump tests conducted in late 2008,
that engineering practices have been used at other ISR operations with similar
'subsurface conditions to prevent lixiviant from entering overlying and underlying
aquifers.ý._ ". '.. ' - ' ."

.Merely stating that "engineering practices"! wilbbe employed to protect the overlying
",and underlying aquiferfrom.1lixiviaht is' not sufficient to demonstrate that. the overlying
and underlying:zones will. be protected W.S. §35-11-4.06(m)(v) 'states that a permit
shall hot be denied except for... (one 'or, more oJ):.. the following, reason(s):

If the proposed miningoperation will cause pollution of any waters in violation of the
'laws of this state or of ihe federal g~overnment; '
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To achieve the end of demonstrating that the overlying and underlying aquifers at the
Lost Creek project will be protected from pollution in the form of lixiviant during ISR
mining operations, LC ISR must provide a detailed groundwater model showing
exactly how lixiviant will be controlled by engineering practices. This discussion must
be very specific and should include volumes anticipated to be lost to the upper and
lower aquifers (based on the pump tests) and pumping rate calculations projected
through the life of the operation including unexpected down time from pumping. That
is, this discussion must include more than merely a commitment to maintain a "bleed"
on the operation. (MLB)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) - Per the discussion during the February 25, 2010 meeting
between WDEQ-LQD and LC ISR, LLC, Attachment OP-2 (Summary of Engineering
Controls) has been added to the main permit document. The focus is to identify: the
specific practices (e.g., water level measurements); the operational limits (e.g.,
whether the rate of change in a parameter is of concern or an upper or lower limit);
and the responses.

LQD (4/10)- Response not acceptable.. The addition of Attachment OP-2 (Sumfiary
of Engineering Controls) does not adequately addresses concerns regarding control of
production fluids. Chapter 11, section 1 0(a)(iii) and 11 (d) require that the applicant
demonstrate that mining fluids can be controlled and that movement into unauthorized
zones (excursions) will be prevented. Simply monitoring to detect excursions is not
adequate to control or prevent the movement of fluids out of the ore zone. Lost Creek
has the burden of showing how. the operation will be conducted to prevent excursions.
It appears that Lost Creek is relying on the monitoring wells .outside of the production
zone as their primary source of operational data for managing the wellfield. Chapter
11 section 14.(a)(iii)(A) requires semi-monthly monitoring of the fluid levels in the
production zone, yet there is no discussio n of this in Attachment OP-2. Given the
marginal ore zone confinement at this site, it is appropriate for LC to directly monitor
the water levels in the production zone. There are 13 existing MP wells in the
production zone that would serve this purpose., It is requested that these wells be
included in the monitoring program.

Attachment OP-2, Summary of Engineering Controls, does not provide sufficient
detail as to how the wellfield operations will be managed to prevent excursions.
Figures OP-A2-1 and OP-A2-2 show examples of "mounding" conditions in a monitor
ring well. An approximate 6 foot rise in water levels is shown in a time plot chart and
in a monitor ring "rose" chart. Such examples are helpful but much more discussion is
needed. There~is no discussion of how and when such charts would be prepared and
evaluated. The monitor Wells are only sampled on a twice-monthly basis. There is no
discussion of what would be considered significant water level changes (hopefully
something less than 6 feet) that would trigger operational adjustments. There is no
discussion of what operational measures would be taken as a result of these examples.

The "rose" charts would be more useful if the charts were presented on a somewhat
larger scaled map of the wellfield rather than a circle as shown on Fig. OP-A2-2. This
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would also allow for data for the interior wells to be plotted, giving.a more complete
-picture of the waterlevel status in and around the wellfield. ....

The use of observation wells and permanent piezometers has been mentioned but no
specific plans are provided for their use in mine unit #1. Much'mrre specificity is
required to demonstrate how Lost Creek will control their wellfields, aside from
maintaining a bleed. (MM, MLB)

;LC ISR,,LLC,(6/10)ý - LCI ISR, LLC is expanding, the ,information 'ini Attachment
OP-2.--The results of this .effort -were not finalized-:at the.time ,this response was

-submitted .,but. will be provided as ,soon as possible.. (See also, Comments ,MU 1-11,
MU1-20b andf20e, andMU1-24)..-,

LQD (7/10)- This item is unresolved. LQD awaits, the submittal of the revised
,.. Attachment• OP-2 'in order! to adequately review LC's ,resporse to this: comment.

... (MLB, MM) --. ,

LC ISR. LLC (9/10 - The updated Attachment OP-2 is included -in this -submittal.
Please ;seeuResponse to Comment: OP-99 for a summary of the changes to the
attachment.

LQD.(10/10):- Response partially' acceptable. -The revised Attachment OP-2 should
, incorporate.more definitive -"action levels" or,.'ýtriggets"' iRevisions were'suggested in
terms to how the "rose diagrams" are presented,(i,,e. on a scale'drawing of the

- wellfield). i(MM) - .- --. 1', - -

• **** This ýconcludes the:comments.on the MINE UNIT 1 APPLICATION, relevant to the Main

Permit Document-*****

APRIL 2010 - NEW LQD COMMENT, ON THE MINE UNIT.1-APPLICATION,
RELEVANT TO THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT

MU1-NC-1) LQD' (10/10)'- Thisiteni'isrisolved. Figure oP-A2-3 has b reenrevised as
requeste'd: (MM) ,

*****This co'-ncludes comments on'the APRIL 2010 - New LQD Comment, ON THE

MINE UNIT 1 APPLICATION, RELEVANT TO THE MAINPERMIT
DOCUMENT*****

RECLAMATION PLAN .

JANUARY 2009.- LQD .COMMENTS ON THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT
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RP-5) LQD (1/09) -Please provide a hydrologic impact assessment (surface and ground

-water) of thefinal anticipated conditions. This should include recovery times ground water,
potential changes in water chemistry, etc., (BRW)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) -

Surface Water
As discussed in Appendix D6, Section D6. 1.1, all of the surface water features at the site
are ephemeral and relatively small. The only anticipated temporary impacts to the surface
water system during. operations may occur along roads, where it may be necessary to
route drainages through culverts under the roads (Section OP 2.6) or route runoff around
facilities (Operations Plan Attachment OP-4). These features should not affect flow rates
or water quality because: of the low relief across the site and the limited surface water
flows; only the drainage pattern in the immediate vicinity of the roads and structures may
need to be altered (if at all); the culverts will be appropriately sized; and any disturbances
associated with installation of the .structures will be reclaimed immediately after
installation (Section OP 2.7). The .Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan also has
provisions for evaluating construction impacts -and unanticipated impacts such as spills.
Provisionsfor spill detection and response arealso addressed in Section OP 2.9.

Once reclamation of the site is completed, no permanent impacts to the surface water
system are anticipated. As. discussed -in.Sections RP 3.0 and.4.0 of the. Reclamation Plan,
all of the surface, facilities. are scheduled for removal and reclamation. The landowner
(BLM) could request that a road (and associated culverts) be left in place, which may
mean a. permanent -change to the drainage pattern. However, by that time, any potential
problems with the function of the cuplvert(s) should have been detected and repaired. As
noted above, any spill-related impacts will be addressed at the time of the spill.

Groundwater
Please see OP 3.1 and Response to Comment V5, OP#105.

LQD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. While the reviewer admits there will generally be
no measureable impacts to the surface water drainage system as described in the text above.
However, the reviewer could not find the summary discussion provided as -a response within
the application text. The permanent postmine impoundment at the Sweetwater Mill, whose
source of supply is the Battle Springs aquifer, is not that far away from the proposed
operation. There is no mention as to what impacts, if any, the project drawdown may have
on this facility.

Regarding ground water, LC has provided some information in response to Comment OP
#105. The majority of the response provided information could not be found in the
application text. As requested, please provide maps that illustrate projected areal extent of
five or more feet of drawdown. Please provide an estimated recovery time and include the
methodology used to make the calculation. While the reviewer understands that wells within
one-half.mile of the projected disturbance will be plugged and abandoned, there are several
wells, some of which are assumed to serve as stock water supply, that are outside one-half
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mile radius, but easily within two miles of the permit area boundary.No assessment has
been provided regarding the potential impacts to these wells, nor a commitment to replace if
the well is impacted. Please make the appropriate revisions.to the application text and also
see the response to Comment OP #105. (BRW)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10)-

Surface Water -

Section OP 2.1 1 was renamed and the discussion from the. above response on the limited
operational, impacts to surface 'water has been:incorporated into 'Section.OP :2.11.1. The
discussion from the above response on the limited reclamation.impacts to surface water
was-incorporated into Section RP 4.5.2.

Ground Water
The discussion in Section OP 3.'6.33,was updated inresponse to the above comment.

Ground water recovery rates are discussed in a new Section RP 4.6.
',.

.:.With respect-to the BLM wells, please see...Comment V2, D6#30, which wasxresolved as
-Of December 2009:(letter of December 21,! 2009 from A,-Boyle (WDEQ-LQD) to J. Cash
(.LC ( ISR,. LLC).. As ,:part of: that resolution,'. monitoring'of the, wells was ý,added to
Attachment OP-8 and* a ,replacement: commitment, was' added to .the last paragraph of
Section D6.3:. A cross-referenceto tlat commitment has been added in Section2.211.2.2.

LQD (3/10) -Response not acceptable. Thank you for adding'a section 'to address:.
Cumulative Hydrologic Impacts to mining. There are some-incorrect references on page OP-
57; the references should be Section D6.3 and Plate D6-6A' rather than Section OP 6.3 and
Plate OPM6A. Two approaches are presented for analyzing drawdown within the production
zone.(HJ.Sand): (1) Darcy.Strip, and (2) Theis Analysis and both approaches have their
limitations. The reviewer performed independent calculation's using the -Theis approach and
produced estimates similar to those presented in the text. -

The reviewer understands that the aquifer should be dewatered by the proposed operation,
rather that there should only be a decline in head. Therefore, in theory, no imp~act should
occurto surrounding wells. 'Because the formation in which the wells in 'the surrounding
area is unknown, not to ýmerition pump elevation and capability, :there 'could beian impact to
well productioh. Figure OP-I OB -is not adequate to represent areal extent of potential
impacts as:the location ofethesurrounding water resources is not illustrated. Please provide a
map similar to Plate D6-1 B_ that illustrates areal extent of drawdown as it .relates to: adjacent

.water resources.

The reviewer admits the areal extent of the estimated /.measured five'-foot drawdown
associated with mining activity, will be -limited. A much greater' impactwill be"associated
with the Watet,1supply needs -for various operations at the mine: Thepredictions provided use
the estimated'transmissivity and storativity values for HJ-sand as A means. of predicting
impact. The reviewer questions why this was done when transmissivity estimates for the FG
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.sand (e.g., approximately 300 gpd/ft) and KM sand (e.g., approximately 550 gpd/ft) are
available. Based on actual data, the estimates for areal extent of drawdown are less than
predicted. Please revise the text and estimates in Section 3.6.3.4 to reflect, to the degree
possible, the available aquifer test analysis results. (BRW)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - The response has been broken down into its major components,
(numbered (a), (b), and (c)) to allow for more concise answers. (See also Comments
OP#105 and OP #114.).

e. LQD (3/10) - 3rd paragraph- The transmissivity used for the drawdown assessment for
the water supply- wells was the most conservative of the available values, and it was
easier to run all the calculations with the same number. As noted in the above response,
LC ISR, LLC has committed to sampling the water supply wells of concern outside the
permit boundary and working with BLM to ensure the water supplies from those wells
are not interrupted. Therefore, it is not clearwhat benefit would be gained from running

- the calculations with less conservative numbers.,

LQD (7/10) - Response not acceptable. A telephone conversation was held (between
LQD and Petrotek personnel) regarding this comment. LC's response to this comment is
contrary to what transpired during that telephone, conversation.. Some. time ago the
reviewer agreed not to require LC to go through an extended modeling exercise using a
two-dimensional ground water model such. as Visual Modflow. Rather, LC could take a
much simpler: approach ,to prediction of.ground water impacts using Big-Well Theory
(Theis analysis).. The reviewer recognized and conceded that predictions would be
conservative because there is no accounting for recharge.

The map provided, Figure OP-10b, is not acceptable as it represents nothing more than a
plane floating:in space. In other words, there is no attachment to the Public Land Survey
System or if the grid provided actually represents a known and accepted coordinate
system. Theie is. no identification of, other .water resources in the area that maybe
potentially impacted. .

Specific to comments made regarding sands other than production zone and the potential
S.impacts of the water supply wells; again the response is not acceptable. Sometime ago,
the reviewer agreed ,not to. push for performing multi-well test on. those aquifers above
and below the production horizon, the purpose of which was to completely characterize
each of these aquifers. Estimates of. transmissivity values for both the FG .and KM
horizons are available from earlier single well pump tests completed by Hydro
Engineering, yet were not even mentioned in the text. LC's response was "it was easier to
run all the calculations with the same. number". This is an unconvincing line of reasoning
for not performing a relatively ,simple calculation. While the reviewer acknowledges that
the results produced by the generic calculations are more conservative, some mention
should be made concerning actual data. Please see the original comment (LQD 3/10) and
make the appropriate revisions/updates to the text and mapping. (BRW, MLB)
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*.LC (9/10) -,LC ISR,.LLC Figure OP-JOb hasl now become Plate OP74,and has.been revised to
include, surface topography, surface water features, and identification. of wqter, wells within the
area of. interest. The. Sweetwater Pit is also indicated on the plate. W ells are identified by
numbers that are cross referenced to Table D6-12b.

The estimates of drawdown from pumping water supply -wells during ISR operations within the
P ermit Area have belen recalcuiladte usin,-g transmiss"vity 'estimiites" provided in the permit
applicatibnfdr theTFG anŽl KMHorizoni.ln addition' Sectioh ý'oP 36."3., 4 'has "been revised.

LQD (10/10) -Response partially acceptable. The'plate provided by LC and revised
-text are' partially acceptable: ThetPlate's.Ilgenid is'iiicomile idas hnomplte -as .t ere~ls!no denitfic'atlon

of the symbols and "numbers" used to identify the wells. Please pprovide a ý"stickei" with
these items that, can beaffixed to Athe map iinder the Legend Heading that identifies the
remaining symbols utilized on the map. ,

Second, plate indicates 20+ feet of drawdown in the Vicinity of the Sweetwater Pit Lake,
•which iis :an approved postmine featui&.,iWater quality samples collected to date indicate
..that it has and continues to meet class Of6tse standards. Pumping of the pit ceased in 1983
and -reached '"steady-state",..,condiiions ..in .late 1995. -Over the' next; 15+ years, the
fluctuation in water levels hais, be&e :approkimately .two feet. As areisult -wetlands have-
become established along the pit lake',s shoreline.:

The reviex~ers''recognize that 1the Theis aanialysis -utilized 'is extremely conservative as
there is no recharge consideration. Thus,. the likelihood that 20+,feet- of draWdown would
ever be observed in the vicinity of the SweetWater Pit Lake is in all probability quite low.
The impoundment is --ground water'fed with theBattle.Spring "Foimation as it' source.
However, it is ufikfiown which-sands-within the Battle Spring Formation are exposed bythe pit and Whether:*theiy 'are the- same sands 'being'propsed 'for miningdby LC.

Monitoring' well M-1 is located between the Sweetwater Pit Lake and LC's proposed
operati6n,-has'ýbeen monitored sinc&• 1979 and over the' last 20 years water levels'have
remainedrelatively 'constant. Given'that'there -is -a level fi uncertaifity:asso•iated with the
radius'6f influ'ence and the degree of connectivity between the Sweetwater Pit'Lake and
LCs proposed operration' is 'unkn6wn, please 'provide;it commitment to Work with the
Sweewateri Millioperatoi in'the fionitorinIg-6f well M-1 and the Swe'etwater Pit'Lakd and
to utilize the data' collected'ih' ah 'unul assessment of the'tadius of influeiice'2 Secohd, as
the Sweetwater Pit. LAke 'is"an' aPdroved p6§tirine feature,ý please provide' a commitment
to work with the Sweetwater Mill operator and the'DEQ/LQD' in'the development and
implementation of a remediation plan should it be determined that the lake was impacted.
Please also see'Comfimenit OP- 105. •(BRW, MLB)'' "'

RP-25) LOD (1/09)- 'Section RP '5.0 Financial Assurance. Paragraph one. Please add the cost
of groundwater monitoring and analysis to' the list of costs. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC-(10/09) - The co'sts 'associated'With groufndwater m6nitoring':and analysis are
dispersed within the exiSting'bond estimate and are not just incorporatedaý'the 0.5% allotted
for .on-site monitoring under the Miscellaneous Costs Associated with Third Party
Contractors in the Bond Summary (Page 1 in Table RP-4). For example, in Worksheet 1
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(Groundwater Restoration), there are entries in Item IV (Stability Monitoring) specifically
for the samples collected during that phase and in Item V (Labor), there are costs for a
Sampler and for a Chemist. The surety will be reviewed annually and adjusted to reflect
changes in cost and in the Project.

LOD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. Aside from the monitoring during the stability
period mentioned in the comment response, there does not appear to be any sampling and
analysis cost included during the active restoration phase of the operation. (MM)

LC ,ISR, LLC.(2/10)- Worksheetl1 of the bond calculationincludes the following line items:
Groundwater Sweep, -

Analysis ($/KGals) , $0.060 I-On site laboratory analysis Unit Rate
Reverse Osmosis

Sampling & Analysis ($/KGals) $0.060 Estimate Unit Rate

LQD (3/10) Response not acceptable. Please provide an itemized cost estimate for all
groundwater analytical costs associated with the site reclamation. Including an accounting
of the various types and number of wells that will be sampled, their respective sampling
frequency, number of sampling events and analytical parameters. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - A detailed list of-the sampling costs for each phase of restoration was.
performed at the WDEQ's request. That list has been incorporated into the Surety Estimate
in Table RP-5.

LQD (7/10) - This item is unresolved. Section RP 5.0 still needs to .be revised to address the
requirements and costs associated, with groundwater monitoring of the site from the potential
timeframe of forfeiture at full production, to full site restoration. (AB)

Additionally, Table RP-5 (page 1 of 11) details the analytical costs associated with *site
reclamation, however thelisting does not appear to. be co'mplete. Some discussion of time
frames is needed to explain the discrepancies between this table and the reclamation timeline
shown in Figure RP-4.. The list of wells does not appear to be complete; for example,
regional wells and public wells are not included. Sampling during the recirculation and
stability phases is not included. Please expand on this table to cover all groundwater
samplingand analysis for the entire reclamation period. Also, please clarify where these
costs appear in Table RP-4. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (9010) -The response has been separated into 25a and 25b:

a) Wyoming Statute 35-11-417 paragraph (c)(i) requires:

"For an initial bond the amount equal to the estimated cost of reclaiming the
affected land disturbed and restoring ... any groundwater disturbed by in situ
mining during the first year of operation 'Under each permit."
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Therefore,- the bond shown in the Reclamation Plan details the maximum amount
of construction and operational activities that would occurduring the 12 months
immediately after receipt of the Permit to Mine. The first'year includes
construction-of the Plantand all associated infrastructure as well as installation and
Operation .of the first six-header houses in Mine Unit 1..-!,

.•Section 5.0of the Reclamation Plan hasbeen revised. Please also see the response
provided for MU1-25(b).-

-b) Please refer~to the response to Comment MU1-25(b) and therevised Table RP-5
and Figure RP-4. As-for the regional wells, Attachment OP-8,-Section IV' C
details the requirements -for sampling of regional wells during~restoration. No
'samples'are required, only waterlevels. ,Table RP-5'also details the samples, and
their associated costs, required during Recirculation and Stabilization. The lone
public.well to be sampled during restoration requires quarterlyanalysis of Ra-226
and Unat. TableRWP,5has been' revised for these costs under the item: "Disposal
Stream to Deep Well(s) and Local Water Supply Well".'.

The costs: from Table.RP-5,appearin unitized form in each..associated~category in
Table RP-4, Worksheet 1. For instance, under "Groundwater Sweep", the line•
shown below is equivalent to 'Table RP-5..i

• ~~4 .. _ ..-.

Analysis (Cost per Kilogallon) ;. '$0.745:'. From Table RP-5 " . Unit Rate'

The saime'is true for the categories of"Rever'se'Osmosis"; "Re'circulation" and
"Stabilization Monitoring":'

LQD (10/10)2 Response pArtially 'acceptable. Re:•.Table RP-4,:Bond Estimate'. It'appears
that analytical costs have been incorporated, although the' calculations are somewhat difficult
to follow since they are broken out on a''s r kilogallon basis..'.It'would be more'
straightforward if the total analytical costs were simply listed as a line 'item for each phase of
the restoration i . ' ''-.. '- ' , . ' ." ' . . - ' ' ' - ' . .

The bond estimate is viewed as A -work in progress, in'that it has been ýýnd will continue to
revised as the operations plans and schedules continue to evolve. In general, the current

.b6nd estirmate appears to':be 'reasonably co hprehetnsive, 'however there are a nuiber'0of
details'that'should be revised: I'' "' ., 2 .4 .''-

a) 'The labo' Workforcelisted on page '2 of 37 should beincor-porated'into'Figure
RP:42 "'

-b) There appears to hbe an error iffthe fif re listed for kgal'of WDW disposal on
0~~&10 tf,37. ''

c) The.derivation of the demolitioncodsi'($O.1474/cu.ft.)listed'of pag'e '15 of37
--.should b&explained.in a footn6te.'It should be noted that:LQD Guideline #12

currently lists this cost at $0.25/cu.ft.
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d) The second line from the bottom on page 21 of 37 is currently labeled as "Total
Equipment Cost per Well". It should be changed to "Total Abandonment Cost
per Well".

e) In Worksheet 7 (pages 31-36 of 37) average topsoil thickness is listed as 12".
Realistically,.the mine-wide average topsoil thickness is on the order of 18".

f) Worksheet 7 (page 31 of 37) should include a cost for backfilling the pond
excavations using the material in the pond embankments. The volume of
material should be stated.

g) Table RP-4, p 2 of 37, lists 69 monitoring wells. The comment response gives a
breakdown of the monitor wells, as 28 M wells, 13 MP wells, 14 MO wells, and
.13 MU wells, totaling 68 wells. Yet, Table MU1 4-1a lists 28 M wells, 13 MP
wells, 14 MO wells, 15 MU wells for a total of 70 monitoring wells. Please
correct the Table and add a footnote which references Table MU1 4-1a for a
breakdown of the wells to be monitored.

h) Worksheet 7(page 33 of 37) should include~a cost' for ripping or scarifying roads.
LQD Guideline #12 currently lists this cost at $53.83 per acre.

Lost Creek should expect that the bond estimate will be reviewed again in the future to insure
that it accurately reflects the most current plans for the operation. (MM)

RP-26) LOD (1/09) - Table RP-4 Reclamation / Restoration Bond Estimate. Groundwater
sampling and. analysis couldbe. conducted for many years, and should not be handled as an
overhead cost of 0. 5%, but as a separate line item in the bond estimate. Please indicate the
initial number of monitoring wells that will be in place at the initial start-up of the mine and
calculate their cost for sampling and analysis based on real costs. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC'(1/0/09)- Please see response toprevious comment.

LQD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. See comment no. 25 above. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - Please see response to previous comment.

LQD (3/10) Response not acceptable. See comment no. 25 above. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Please see response to previous comment.

LQD (7/10) - This item is unresolved. Groundwater monitoring and analysis has reportedly
been added to Table RP-5, the Reclamation Cost Estimate. This Table only assumes the
monitoring well ring wells, deep disposal well, storage pond, and four storage pond wells
will be monitored for 0.3 years, or four months. There is no continued monitoring of
overlying, underlying or production aquifer wells. Groundwater monitoring will be required
from the time the bond would be forfeited to the time that the site has ended stability
monitoring and is approved for full restoration. Please add the additional wells, reasonable
maintenance of the wells and pumps, MIT Testing, the labor cost associated-with sampling
and maintenance of the wells. The time required to release the site from full operations mode
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*to the end of stability monitoring should be outlined. Also, refer to response, in RP-25. (AB,
MM)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) - Please see the response to RP-25 for clarification of sampling costs
and the revisions to Tables RP 4 and RP-5. Also please refer to the revisedFigure RP-4.
Table RP-4 also allows-for additional expenditures for maintenance of all systems, including
pumps and wells;,on a per 1,000 gallon basis foreach of the categories (Groundwater Sweep,
Reverse Osmnsis,.Recirculation, :and:.Stabilization and .Sampling). , Table RP-4-details the
Labor requited to:complete all required activities through completion of reclamation (also
Shown inTigure RP-4).<,-

Table RP-5 accounts for,55 monitorwells and 13 MP (production:zone) wells. The Mine
Unit 1 monitoring wells are broken down as, follows: :

* External Ring Wells ý(M): 28 Wells 'completed in the production horizon
- Producti6n 'Zone Wells '(MP): ,13' wells completed.withinf the' pattern area in the

production horizon.
.. Overlying 'Zne Wells (MO): 44 Wells c6mnpleted within, the pattern .'area in the

overlying hoizon:'
S:'Underlying"Zone Wells (MU):' 13 wells completed Within •the'pattern area in the

-underlyinig-horizon. ,,. ,
.'Total Number of Mine Unit 1 -M6nitor` Wells:' 68 wells'(55 wells plus. 13 MP
wells)

LQD (10/10) - Response partially acceptable. Please see response to previous comment
(RP-25). (MM)

*****This concludes the comments on the RECLAMATION PLAN in the MAIN Permit
Document

FEBRUARY 2010 - LQD COMMENTS, ON THE MINE UNIT' I APPLICATION,,RELEVANT TO
THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT -

MU1-25) LQD (2/10) -;;Section 6.1.1:. Please provide ahn updaied pore volume'calculation
specificto Mine Unit #1, includih'g an:evaluation' of all ,bf tti'inputs'did assumptions
'used in 'the calculation, based on ciiriently available informationh:' :Pa'rtclkdar
attention should be focused on the thickhess and spdtial dis'tibutiion of the :ore
horizons and calculation of an appropriate flare factor. The MU1 PVcalkulation in
seciion L6.1., assumes :an average ore zone' thickness Ofl 2 feet. 'This dtes'not appear
to bean appr'oprate H valuie given that the average scre~h ~d interWdl in'theý' 3 ore zone

monitor wells (MP 'wells, which'will be utilized as injection :andproduction wells) is
1 7feet. It is. also notied that sIection OP 1.2 in -them .ineperthit docPm n't' (bott6m of
page OP-3) states that ;the MHJ iineialized zOne is about 30ft. thickP Data should be
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provided to define the ore zone thickness in mine unit #1. Additionally, it should be
noted that the mine-unit-specific water balance and mining/restoration schedule may
be affected by a change in pore volume.22' 28 (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) -The surety estimate Submitted to WDEQ-LQD in February 2010
(Table RP-4) totaled $7,532,329 and included the most current estimate of the number
of MUl patterns and size of that pattern area at that time. It was also based on
complete installation of MU1 within the first year. ý Table RP-4 of the main permit
'document and Section OP 6.1.1. have been updated to reflect the' most recent
information. As;'Outlined below under the discussion of 'Area', the number of patterns
has changed, and the approach to determining the size of the pattern area has also been
changed to better account for stacked ore.zones. In addition, it has been determined
that only half of MU1: could be installed within the first year.

Area: is the area of the patterns projected to. the ground surface.' It is used in the pore.
volume calculations, but because of the presence of 'stacked' ore, ,it must be adjusted
in those calculations to account for pattern overlap. The surety estimate was originally
based on- 180,patterns at 9,000 sqý. ft. per pattern or 1,620,000 sq. ft. total. However,
the pattern overlap within the HJ Sand was not taken into account in this approach.
The updated.estimate includes 241 patterns, and the actual surface area is 1,611,720
sq. ft. However; to :account forpattern :overlap in the pore volume calculations, it is
has been assumed that the,.area:is larger, i.e., the area of each pattern is taken into
account in the pore volume calculation, even if it is stacked with another pattern. With
this approach, the total MU1 total area has been revised to 2,115,594 sq. ft.. The surety
estimate; and:schedule will'be modified on an annual basis, and the estimated areal
extent will be updated as necessary.

Thickness: is estimated to be 12 feet based on preliminary estimates for pattern
completions. The average completion thickness for the MP. monitor wells in MU1 is
17 feet. The MP monitor wells completions are considered 'gross' completions and
are designed to capture all the ore. in the. immediate production -horizon. The MP
monitor wells also tend to be in the thickest part of the ore to insure water quality
samples indicative of the ore zone. Therefore, these monitor well completion intervals
are expected to be thicker than many of the actual production ýand injection well
completions because many of the production and injection wells are located on the
'fringes' of the, ore where the ore thickness is less. Because of the range of ore
thicknesses, LC ISR, LLC maintains that the original estimate of 12 feet 'average'
completion thickness is valid. Further, the surety estimate will .be modified on an
annual basis and the estimated ore thickness will be replaced with actual ore thickness
as the production and injec'tion wells are installed.

'Stacked Ore' in MUI:. The HJ. Sand is the production zone of interest in MUl.
Production is planned from four horizons (UHJ, MHJ1, MHJ2 and LHJ) within the
Sand'. Production patterns will be completed with separate wells in each of these
horizons and produced simultaneously regardless of whether.they overlie each other or
not. The surety estimate accounts for horizontal flare equal to 20% of each pattern's
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area and vertical flare equal to 20% of each pattern's thickness. This is regardless of
continuity with other patterns either vertically, or horizontally. Therefore, every
pattern is fully accounted for in the surety estimate.

LQD (4/10) - Response partially acceptable.. With these responses the stacked ore
zones have been properly accounted for(i.e. the area of each ore zone has been
summed, instead of simply looking at a vertical projection). This has increased the
mine unit pore volume by 31%. Please incorporate the above discussion into section
6.1.1. Also, as noted in the original comment, please address what: impact this may
have on the water balance and the mine/reclamation schedule.

A revised bond estimate (Table RP-4) was provided, apparently to account for the
revised mine unit development schedule and revised pore volume calculation. Review
of the bond calculation will be deferred to the main permit document since there are a
number of outstanding comments related to the bond calculation contained in LQD's
review dated 3/26/10. (MM)

LC ISR. LLC (6/10) - The response has been separated into MU1-25a and MU1-25b:

MU1-25a) - The requested information has been incorporated into Section 6.1.1 of the
Mine Unit 1 application, All. of the responses specific to MU1 and the
related changes to. theMU1 application will be. submitted in the near
future.

LQD (7/10) - This remains unresolved pending the receipt of revision to the MU1
package. (MM)

LC ISR. LLC (9/10) - Responses specific to theMine Unit 1 application will be
provided by LC ISR, LLC in the near. future.

LQD (10/10) - This remains an open item pending receipt of revisions to the MU1
package. (MM)

MU1-25b) LQD (10/10) - This item is resolved based on the changes made to. Tables
RP-4, RP-5 and Figure RP-4. (MM)

*****This concludes comments on the RECLAMATION Plan from the FEBRUARY 2010LQD comments,
On THE MINE UNIT 1 APPLICATION, relevant to the Main Permit Document*****

Summary:
Please respond to the above comments, where appropriate. Once the application is found to be
technically complete and approval / concurrence of technical adequacy from the Bureau of Land
Management is obtained, second public notice will -be authorized (in writing from, WDEQ Land
Quality Division). Should you have any questions concerning this memorandum,. please contact
the individual reviewer(s) at.the WDEQ-LQD District 2 Office in Lander (307-332-3047).

• *********************OF MEMORANDUM**************;**,***.****ý****
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Summary of the status of comments addressed by the *5th round technical review
of the Main Permit Document Lost Creek ISR Permit Application - TFN 4 6/268

October 29, 2010

Comment ID Comment Status

Appendix D5-4b Unresolved

Appendix DS-4c Resolved

Appendix D6-14i Unresolved

Appendix D6-16 Resolved

OP-9 Unresolved

OP-36 Resolved

OP-44 Resolved

OP-48 Resolved

OP-72 Resolved

OP-77 Resolved

OP-84 Unresolved

OP-90 Resolved

0P-99 Resolved
OP-105 Unresolved

OP-112 Resolved

OP-114 Resolved

OP-118 Resolved
OP-119 Unresolved

MU1-4 Unresolved

MU1-6 Unresolved

MUl-li Resolved

MU1-20b Resolved

MU1-20e Unresolved

MU1-22 Unresolved

MU1-24 Resolved

MU1-27 Resolved

MU1-33 Unresolved

MU1-NC-1 Resolved

RP-5b Resolved

RP5-c Unresolved

RP-25 Unresolved

RP-26 Unresolved

MU1-25a Unresolved

MU1-25b Resolved

*This review resolved 19 comments and leaves 14 comments unresolved.
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